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Carver
champions
local adult
mentors

Calloway
graduation
to be held
May 29
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County School
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
has announced that he has
received notification from the
of
Department
Kentucky
Education that it will grant a
waiver from state regulations in
order to hold Calloway County
High School Commencement
on Friday. May
29 at Murray
State
University's
Regioaal
Special Events
Center.
This
approval
allows graduaHoskins
tion exercises
to be held one
day before the final day of
instruction. Seniors will receive
an empty folder during the ceremony and must attend classes
on Monday, June I, to pick up
their diplomas at the end of the
school day, he reported
The Calloway County Board
of Education met in a speciallycalled session on Wednesday,
March 26, to approve a request
to Me Kentucky Commissioner
of Education for a waiver from
the Graduation Ceremonies
Requirements for 2008-2009.
Due to the missed days, the
final day of instruction will fall
on June 1.
'The RSEC is unavailable after
May 29 until June 23. With this
site scheduling situation falling
within the guidelines, the

II See Page 2A
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Daly Forecast
By The Assodated Press
Thursday . Mostly cloudy. A
chance of rain showers and a
slight chance of thunderstorms
in the afternoon Highs in the
mid 60s
Thursday night Showers
and thunderstorms lows in the
mid 50s
Friday Showers likely and a
slight chance of thunderstorms
Highs in the upper 60s
Friday night Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers Lows in the lower 40s
sunny
Saturday Partly
Highs in the lower 60s
Saturday night Mostly clear
Lows around 40
Sunday Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
Highs in the mid 60s
Sunday night Showers and
thunderstorms likely Lows
around 50 Chance of precipitation 60 percent
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HAwKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Murray Wal-Mart Manager Jerry Cooper takes a package of drinks Wednesday afternoon as volunteers unpack boxes behind
him. In an increased effort to assist those in need, Wal-Mart sent a truck Wednesday afternoon loaded with non-perishable
food items to the Murray-Calloway County Need Line. The donation was valued at 545,000 More than 30 volunteers from
Wal-Mart were on-site to help unloact the truck.

Need Line receives large donation
By HAWKINS l'EAGUE
Slat Wilier
A large crew of volunteers
waited anxiously Wednesday
afternoon outside Need Line's
food bank as a truck full of
canned goods pulled up the
street.
The Wal-Mart truck contained
545,000 in canned food, drinks
and personal products. Vicki
Tracy, Wal-Mart's market anis-

tant for western Kentucky, said
there are many times when the
packaging of products becomes
damaged in the process of delivery. Whether it's a torn label or a
missing can from a package of
six, they can't be sold in the
store, she said.
Tracy said that Cheryl Ford.
western Kentucky's market
manager, contacted the corporate office after January's ice

storm about the possibility of
sending some of these products
to food banks to replenish their
shelves since chanties handed
out a good deal of their supply
during the disaster. Since then.
food has been distributed in
Paducah, Madisonville and now
Murray.
Need Line Executive Director
Tonia Casey said she found out
a couple of weeks ago that the

agency would receive the food.
She said was very excited and
grateful to receive the shipment
because they had gone through a
large amount of canned goods in
the wake of the storm
Jerry Cooper, the manager of
the Murray Wal-Mart, said he
had been trying to make the
arrangements for the delivery

•See Page 2A

Debris
cleanup
continues
U county
Special to the Ledger
Before taking off for the
Easter holiday weekend,
debris removal crews plan
to be working along routes
County,
Calloway
in
according to Keith Todd,
public information officer
Kentucky
for
the
Department of Highways
District One and Two,
Work is scheduled for:
KY 464, Hauling crews
in the east and west half of
the county
-- KY l483, between the 2
and 4 mile points
KY 1536 East
KY 94 East.
- KY 80 is reduced to one
lane on the west bound side
at mile point 2 8 allow
haulers to enter a dumpsite
safely
- Motorists should ASO
he alert for haulers entering
and leaving a dumpsite on
KY 464 at the 5.6 mile
point
Both dumpsites will still
he in uie next week. Todd
said

KYSEn LOUGH' wigeof Srima.
SPRING TRAINING: Napae the cold Wellitser, Tommy Waldrop spends some time honing his
baseball skills with his grandfather. Pete. on Cutchin Soccer Field this week Tommy, a first-grader, wanted to get some practice in before little league tryouts

By TOM ESERRY
Staff Writer
When Adam Carver was just a
boy growing up in Coventry,
England, it was an adult mentor
that helped him along life's way
when he had few adult role
models to look up to.
Carver, now a MurrayCalloway County resident and
owner of Sirloin Stockade, grew
up in a single parent family with
only a hard-working mother to
provide guidance and leadership for a period of about three
years. He says if it weren't for
an adult mentor in his life, he
may not be the man he is today.
"It certainly impacted me in
my life and helped me to be a
better father to my kids,- Carver
said.
So Carver is throwing his support behind the 2009 Bi
Brothers Big Sisters Campus.
Community Buddy Campaigq
because he knows first-hanct
how important it is in a young,
ster's life.
BBBS is trying to raise
130,000 this year to provide
mentonng assistance to about
200 children in Murray •

II See Page 2A

Billings
Waterfield
Lecture
speaker
Op libobsess Donde
WU Public Riolshons
Northern
KenlidC ky
University law professor
Roger D Billings it. will be
the guest speaker at the 2009
Harr/
1 et
Waterfield
Diiituished
Lecture
Senes. Thursday. April 16,
at 7:10 pm. on the :-.sinpus
of Murray State t'niversity.
This marks the 33rd
anniversary of the annual
program Held in the CUMS
Center Theatre. the program
is free and open to everyone
on campus u well as community members throughout
the region
Billings presentation. -A.
Kentucky
A
Lincoln:
Politician," will include discussion on the Itnger.rig
influence that living :n
Kentucky during his early
yean had on Abraham
Lincoln.
Currently of Highland
Heights. Ky.
. Billings has
taught a variety of law-reiated classes at the Clue
College of Law at Northern
Kentucky University since
1972
Billings attended Wabash
College in Crawfortiville.
Ind, where he majored in
history and Gernum, receiving a has helot of arts degree
he spent his junior year
studying abroad at the
University of Vienna in
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News in Brief

From Front
Calloway County. Many more
await mentors and the financing
needed to keep the program in
operation.
Carver said it was good to
have adult mentors as friends
and guides. They were someone
to learn from and spend quality
time with; benefiting his life as
a youngster and influencing his
adulthood for the better.
"They would take us to different places so that we could get
to go on vacation and spend
time with fathers. They volunteered their time to help us and
I'll never forget that," Carver
said.
But Carver is not the only one
praising the work of mentors.
Murray resident Tish Mora,
whose child is a "little"(young
participant), says Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway
County's effort is very important.
"In short, there has been a
remarkable absence of male figures in (his) life. All of that
changed when (he) was
matched with a 'Big Brother,"
Mora said. "What a blessing it
was for him to meet his "big."
(adult mentor) and to have a
"big" come into his life bringing fun and laughter and a lightness of spirit. That was exactly
what (he) needed."
Mora said having someone
that is reliable and dependable
in her son's life that contacts
him regularly and takes a sincere and caring interest in him
has caused a significant change
for the better.
"It makes it clear by what
they say and do that they truly
want to spend time with him.
Well, that is, quite simply, one
of life's greatest treasures," she
said. "It has been, and continues
to be, a gift beyond measure for
(him) to have a 'big brother.'
Big brothers are as good as
gold. They are my heroes. And
they are my son's heroes. too. I
can't thank you all enough."

Track's safety to be diwessed
LOUISVILLE. hy
ti.ri .itn Churchill Downs and
the National Thoroughbred Racing Association plan to hold a
news conference to discuss safety issues.
The news conference is scheduled for Thursday morning at the
track.
Churchill Downs is hoping to become the first racetrack in
North America to be accredited for safety by the NTRA's Safety
& Integrity Alliance. Inspectors have been at the track since
Monday checking everything from the starting gate to the testing
barn.
The track had hoped to be accredited by next month's Kentucky
Derby.
The alliance is part of an initiative to give racing a national set
of ground rules.

Deploying soldiers to undergo brain test first
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP) — Soldiers bound for war are
getting a new weapon: brain tests before battle as part of a broad
effort by the military to better treat head injuries, a signature
affliction of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
More than 150,000 service members from the Marines, Air
Force, Army and Navy have undergone the now-mandatory testing. Those who suffer a concussion or similar head injury will get
a follow-up test.
The 101st Airborne Division is the only division going a step
further and testing all soldiers again as they return to Fort
Campbell.
The tests alone can't diagnose TBI but by comparing an individual soldier's brain function before and after the injury, the tests
help doctors determine which mental functions are damaged and
the best way to teat that.

Waif Creek Dam repair begins new phase
JAMESTOWN, Ky.(AP) — Repairs to leaking Wolf Creek
dam in southern Kentucky begin a new phase next week.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said contractors will begin
drilling more than 275 feet into bedrock to construct a massive
concrete wall.
The new wall will be thicker and longer than one constructed at
the dam in the 1970s. The Corps of Engineers announced in early
2007 that Wolf Creek Dam was in urgent need of repair, and they
lowered the lake level by about 40 feet to ease pressure on the
structure. Officials said any breech would cause flooding in communities along the Cumberland River and likely reach Nashville,
Tenn.
The Courier-Journal reports that the wall will extend nearly a
mile across an earthen part of the dam, which impounds Lake
Cumberland.
Workers have already pumped nearly a billion gallons of grout
into the foundation of the dam to help stabilize it.
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From Front
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graduation one day early on
Friday, May 29
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paign kicked off March 5. with
Roger Weis, Dottie
Dr
Kraemer and Dr. Neil Weber
serving as co-coordinators
More than 20 team captains
have volunteered to gather the
donations.
Weis said this morning the
fundraiser now stands at $7,340
with a deadline for drive donations set for May 14.
Big Brother Big Sisters of
Murray-Calloway
County
began in the 1990s with calls
from mostly single, female parents who needed mentors for
their children. In 1996, a community committee of about 30
individuals was formed for a
feasibility study. The study
reportedly found that 2,000
children in Murray-Calloway
County needed mentoring
because of various family circumstances.
Proceeds collected from the
annual Campus-Community
Buddy Campaign for BBBS
covers about 75 percent of the
cost of the program. Studies
have shown that children mentored through BBBS do better
in school, do better with relationships, and are less likely to
get involved with drugs, alcohol and crime and less likely to
drop out of school.
For more information about
BBBS, contact Weis at 8093808 or BBBS Director Stay
Crook at 759-2227.

he hoped to have an answer as
soon as possible about the waiver to allow printers to prepare
invitations and families to make
necessary travel plans for out of
town guests.

Kentucky State Police report
third residence restriction arrest
Staff Report
Fut the thud time this week, a
Calloway County sex offender
has been arrested by Kentucky
State Police for violating residency restrictions.
According to a press release,
KSP received a tip on April 1,
that Billy D. Reed, 57, of
Murray, was reported to be living close to First Baptist Church
on Poplar Street, which houses a
licensed daycare facility.
Trooper Brian Duvall investigated the complaint and found
that Reed was living within

Lf,kERK TIMES

Delbert Left

Murray State University
Provost Dr. Gary Brockway.
vice president for acadern.
affairs, and Murray business
leaders Bill and
Kathy
Kopperud have volunteered AS
honorary spearheads of the
drive. The fundraising cam-

III Graduation ...

Direct items to these departments:

1,000 feet of
the facility. He
was arrested at
his home on
April 7, and
charged with
Registered Sex
Offender
Registration
Restriction
Reed
First Offense.
He
was
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail.
Duvall is continuing the investigation.

,

Photo provided

Adam Carver, owner of Sirloin Stockade, poses recently with
his wife and two daughters. Carver is throwing his support
behind Big Brothers Big Sisters Campus-Community Buddy
Campaign 2009 that is trying to raise $30,000 to provide
adult mentors to local children, such as the one Carver had
when he was a boy.
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State, universities partnership
to develop high-tech batteries
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky and its two largest
state universities are teaming up with Argonne National
Laboratory to get a jump on the next age of high-tech car batteries.
The University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville
will work with the suburban Chicago federal research lab to
set up a national Battery Manufacturing Research and
Development Center, Gov. Steve Beshear said Wednesday.
The effort will also be supported by federal stimulus funds
and an as-yet unknown amount of state money.
Kentucky, already equipped with large coal deposits and relatively inexpensive electricity, is looking to become the "epicenter" of the next frontier of green power for vehicles,
Beshear said.
"This research center will also position Kentucky to become
one of the key players in a national strategy to recapture the
automobile manufacturing market by developing and producing the technology that will power the new generation of vehicles," Beshear said at a state Capitol press conference.
Researchers in Kentucky and Illinois will seek to develop a
lithium ion battery that could be used as a long range power
source for vehicles. Scientists at the Argonne laboratory in
Illinois will work on the scientific theory while researchers at
Kentucky's universities will set their sights on a commercially
viable method to apply it.

III Lecture ...
From Front
Austria. Post graduation, he
attended law school at George
Washington University. Case
Western Reserve University and
the University of Akron, where
he received his juris doctorate.
He was admitted to the Ohio
Bar Association in 1969.
Billings is well known for his
interest and study of the 16th
president of the United States,
Abraham Lincoln. Billings has
been a repeat speaker on the life
of Lincoln as a lawyer and has
published several works on the
man. He is the recipient of the
Justice Lukowsky Outstanding
Professor Award, a; well as the
Fulbright-University
of
Salzburg Distinguished Chair in
Law in Austria in 2004.
He has had five books and
nearly a dozen articles published since 1968, and has given
several presentations concerning law-oriented issues. His
most recent article related to his
interest in Abraham Lincoln is
"A. Lincoln, Debtor-Creditor
Lawyer" and was published in
the Journal of Illinois History in
the summer of 2005. Related to
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his Lincoln interest, Billings has
also had an article published in
the Northern Kentucky Law
Review titled "Salmon P. Chase
and
the
Great
Lincoln
Biographers" in 1993.
MSU's annual lecture is
named in honor of the late Harry
Lee Waterfield, who grew up in
Calloway County and graduated
from Murray State in 1932. A
distinguished figure in both private and public sectors.
Waterfield founded Investors
Heritage Life Insurance Co. and
was twice elected lieutenant
governor of Kentucky. During
his lifetime, he made many contributions to Murray State
University as a member of the
board of regents and chairman
of the MSU Foundation board
of trustees.
Because of his generosity.
scholarships are awarded to academically successful students in
political science and public
administration who plan to pursue careers in state and local
government or a related field.
Thousands of dollars have been
donated by him and his friends
for departmental scholarships to
be awarded in his name.
The Watertield Lecture is
sponsored by the department of
government, law and international affairs in the college of
humanities and fine arts.
Honorary political science society Pi Sigma Alpha also provides support.
For more information, call
(270)809-2661.

Come havefun
with crafts, snacks,
games and an
egg hunt.
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for about two months and get
the scheduling to work out. He
said he was appreciative of the
Murray State University students and other members of the
community who came to unload
the trailer, as well as McKeel
Equipment, which loaned forklifts to remove some of the
heavy boxes. On top of that,
more than 30 Wal-Mart employees volunteered to unload the
trailer and boxes.
"Usually if you ask, they're
ready to do something for their
community." he said.
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Obituaries
Delbert LeRoy Boswell Jr.

Delben LeRoy faunae 11 Jr., 96, Murray, died Tuesday. April 7,
2009, at 1:35 •.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a professional musician, playing for
several big bands and also for Bob Scobee and
Woody Herman. and had also performed with
many orchestras. He had also been in two movies
and had done some fashion modeling for
Morehouse Fashions He had also worked at Scoa
Industries as a merchandiser in Columbus. Ohio
Preceding him in death were his first wife,
Marjoire Taylor Buswell, and his second wife.
Christine Watts Buswell. Born Nov. 7, 1912, in San
Jose. Calif.. he was the son of the late Delbert
Burwell
LeRoy Buswell Sr. and Georgia Taylor Buswell.
Survivors include one daughter, Janet Finch and husband, Dr.
Nome Finch. and two grandchildren, Stephanie and Randy Finch,
ill of Murray; one niece, Barbara Albrechet, Denver, Colo.; one
iephew, Bradford Brett. Mexico, Mo.; three cousins, Albin Buswell,
:71orida, Ernest Shepherd, Nevada, and Janice Zimmerman,
Ninnesota. The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Thurchill Funeral Home, Rev. Kerry Lambert and Rev. Henry Webb
sill officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p m.
oday (Thursday).

Steve Taylor

A memorial service for Steve Taylor will be held at a later date.
mes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
'ondolences may be made at www.imesmillencom.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay for Lite. Go Pat
_atimer, 101 S. 4th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Taylor, 53, New Concord. died Tuesday. April 7, 2009. at
):25 pm. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield. He was
tom Oct. 3, 1955. Preceding him in death were one brother, Max
faylor. Survivors include his wife, Joyce Gamble, New Concord;
hree daughters, Tiffany Taylor, Dominique Darnell and Tyra
:ramble, all of Murray; one son, Harley Gamble, Almo; his parents,
tobert Taylor and Simone Delossier Taylor, Hamlin; three brothers,
'atrick Taylor, David Taylor and Christopher Taylor, all of New
:oncord; eight grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Wrs. Maxine Nance

Mrs. Maxine Nance, 79, Murray, died Wednesday. April 8, 2009,
Lt 6:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral
-tome is in charge of arrangements.

Wrs. Katie Pearl Downs

Mrs. Katie Pearl Downs,93, Hopkinsville. died Tuesday, April 7,
l009, at Pembroke Nursing and Rehab, Pembroke.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Woodrow Downs; one
laughter. Shirley Nolin, and one grandson, Darrell Nolin: seven sisers and two brothers. Born March 20, 1916, in Model. Tenn.. she
vas the daughter of the late Charlie and Betty McCoy Futrell.
Survivors include two grandsons, Teddy Nolin, Hohenwald,
Fenn., and Randy Nolin, Oakwood, Tenn. The funeral will be today
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Fenn. Pallbearers will be family and friends. Burial will follow in
he East End Cemetery. Cadiz.

Mrs. Mimi Wiliene (Billie) Myers

Mrs. Mimi Vvallene (Billie) Myers. 70, Benton, died today,
lursday. April 9, 2009, at 12:05 a.m. at Britthaven of Benton at
lenton. She was born in Baxter, Tenn. She had retired from Aican
if Benton. formerly working with Ashby Chair Factory and **Torner Murray Division of the Tappan Company. She was a member of
iardin Baptist Church. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge
arrangements.

Mrs. Virginia S. Jones

Burial rites for Mrs. Virginia S. Jones were held at Arlington
4ational Cemetery. Mrs. Jones, 90, Nashville, Term., died Tuesday.
4arch 17, 2009, at 7:20 a.m. in Nashville.
Preceding her in death was her husband, Ambassador Marshall P.
ones, former member of the Murray City Council, Murray, Ky
4rs. Jones lived in Murray from 1971 to 1986.
Survivors include three sons, Marshall P. Jones Jr., Washington,
).C.. and Tarpley B. Jones and Zachary C. Jones. both of Nashville;
ix grandchildren: two great-grandchildren.

:helsea Renee White

A memorial service for Chelsea Renee White was held April 2 in
arab. Ala.. with Gobers Funeral Home, Arab, in charge of arrange
tents. A memorial service will be held in May at Glendale Road
7hurch of Christ, Murray, Ky.
Miss White, 17. Arab, died Monday. March 30, 2009. at her
one. She suffered from cystic fibrosis.
Preceding her in death were her grandfather, Forest Leroy
kikley. great-grandfather, Coy Palmer; great-grandmother, Virginia
Italls; great aunt. Sandra Pierce; five cousins, Chad, Joshua and
tmy Neal and Zach and Riley Stalls. She was born May 12, 1991.
Survivors include her parents, Kevin and Jennifer White, Arab;
randparents, Paul and Glenda Brooks Oakley Murphy, Murray.
;y.. and Elizabeth Ann Oakley, Corintha, Texas: several aunts,
ncles and cousins in the Murray area.

Inda L Maceda Tenniqkeft

Amia E. Maceda Tenniqkeit, 54, of Oberstdorf. Germany, foraerly of Manila and Pagsanjan. Laguna, Philippines. died Monday,
larch 30, 2009 at a hospital in Germany following an extended illess.
She was born Feb. 3. 1955 in Pagsanjan,
Laguna. Philippines and worked for a German
company in Manila for 22 1/2 years before moving
to Germany.
Proceeding her in death were her parents, Pedro
M. and Conchita E. Maceda, sister-in-law, brotherin-law, one niece and one nephew.
Survivors include her husband. Andreas
Tenniqkeit, of Oberstdorf. Germany; six brothers.
Mune E. Maceda, Manila. Philippines: Rowen E.
Tennicikelt Maceda, Amante E. Maceda and wife, Angelita.
Raul E. Maceda and wife, Letty, Ben-Hur E. and
luhen E. Macea, all of Pagsanjan, Laguna. Philippines. three sisNayla M.(Nye) Marvin. Murray, Ky., and Haydu NI. Balete
nd Theresa E. Maceda of Pagsanjan, Laguna, Philippines.
Also surviving are several nieces and nephews including Tracy
.. Manning and husband Tracy. Murray; great-nieces and greatephews including Fulton McCrae Manning of Murray.
The body will be cremated and her husband is taking her back
ome to her family and for her burial at Maala-ala Cemetery,
'agsanjan. Laguna. Philippines.

U.S. warship arrives as
pirates' options dwindle

Paid Obituary
John B. Cavitt
The tuneral for John B. Cavitt will be today (Thursday) at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Pastors Steve
Cavitt, Jathaniel Cavitt and Randy Lowe will officiate. Pallbearers
will be Terry Isaacs. Terry Downs, Kevin Hamilton, Matt
Du aenbury, Jathaniel. Jeremy and Knox Cavitt and Steve Carraway,
active; Bill Puckett. Amen Lee, Ricky Swift, Jim Ed Norwood,
Kenneth Bucy, Terry Cavitt and Randolph Story, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation is now at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy my be made to Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Building Fund, 2674 Magness Rd., Benton.
KY 42025 or your favorite charity in memory of Mr. Cavitt.
Mr. Cavitt. 84, Murray, died Sunday. April 5, 2009, at 4 a.m. at
Jackson-Madison County General Hospital, Jackson. Tenn.
A retired instrument technician for the Air Products and
Chemicals Plant. Calvert City, he had previously been employed at
the Atomic Energy Plant, Paducah. He also served as an instructor
of Veteran Agriculture for Veterans returning from World War II, as
well as teaching at Kirksey and Almo High Schools in Calloway
County.
After receiving his bachelor of science degree from Murray State
College. he attended the University of Kentucky. He was a member
of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church where he had
served as elder, deacon and Sunday School teacher.
Mr. Cavitt also headed the effort to identify and map all cemeteries in Calloway County and was a past member of Calloway County
Genealogical Society and was a participant in the Four Rivers Music
Friends. Born May 9. 1924. in Murray. he was the son of the late
Joseph Wilbum Cavitt and Etta May Shankle Cavin.
Survivors include his wife, Margaret Ruth Lamb Cavitt, to whom
he was married June 4, 1945; one daughter. Cecilia Faye Dunn and
husband. Roy Gene. Murray; one son, Rev. Joe Steven Cavitt and
wife. Teresa Gay, Brownsville, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Carole
Jean Downs and husband, Terry, Murray, Christina Anne Hamilton
and husband. Kevin. Martin. Tenn., Jeremiah Stephen Cavitt and
wife, Kellie. Jackson. Tenn., and Joseph Jathaniel Cavitt and wife,
Jennifer, Cordova, Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren, Jennifer
Dusenbury and husband, Matt. Murray. Kadin Bryan Hamilton and
Cody Cavitt Hamilton, both of Martin. Knox Christian Cavin, Sy
Caleb Cavitt and Grace Abney Cavitt, all of Jackson, and Macie
Nicole Cavitt and Charlotte Marie Cavitt, both of Cordova, Term.;
one brother-in-law, Charles Lamb and wife, Molly, Dover, Tenn.
To the Editor:
The current issue of 7ime
magazine(March 30. 2009)asks
this question: *Are we witnessing the death of newspapers as
we know them?" Given the
decline and death of newspapers lion dollars, still a lot of money.
This money would not have
that have served our country
well for over a century, this is no been State or University funds
alarmist and irrelevant question. either, but would have come
Some of our regional newspa- from the same pocket as Coach
pers appear to be becoming thin- Calipari's salary. If coach
Calipari is as successful at the
ner almost every month.
To decry and resist change is University of Kentucky as he
futile, and I have no solution to has been at U Mass and
what I consider to be a signifi- Memphis State, we will come
cant problem. I agree with our out ahead. There is a lot of
current president that for some money to be made by going to
of us there is no substitute for the Final Four and by winning
holding in our hands the daily the NCAA Tournament.
Bob Barnett
newspaper.
Hardin, KY
Our kitchen table is not large
enough to accommodate two
To the Editor:
computer monitors. While I am
Angels Attic would like to
attempting to adjust to these
changes, I am pleased to call thank the members of our comattention to an important advan- munity for their continued suptage we have in Murray and port of the Angels Clinic
through donations to the Attic.
Calloway County.
During this time of economic
The Murray Ledger & Times
is a real asset for our communi- downturn in our community,
ty. Although most small towns more and more people are findand countics in our area have ing themselves in need of both
only a weekly newspaper, we medical attention as well as
enjoy six issues of our paper clothing and other household
each week. And the breadth and necessities for their families.
quality of coverage is outstand- Between Angels Attic and
ing. Alice Rouse and her staff Angels Clinic, we strive to condeserve our congratulations and tinue to address these needs.
Probably because of the
support.
downturn, donations have
Dr. Paul Randolph
dropped dramatically at the
Murray. KY
Angels Attic while the number
of shoppers has increased. The
To the Editor:
The article in Wed. April I. store is able to pick up your
2009 edition by Tim Dahlberg donations at your convenience.
was not factually correct. In his All you have to do is call 762article he stated that the 0505 to request a pick-up.
University of Ky. was paying Thank you again for your generCoach Calipari 35 million dol- ous support.
Betty Blodgett, Chair
lars a year insinuating that the
Board of Directors
university was paying this
Angels Attic Thrift Store
salary out of University funds.
Murray, KY
The facts are that the
University is responsible for
To the Editor.
four hundred thousand dollars
The price of a first class
out of University funds. The rest
comes from the Athletic depart- stamp will go up to forty four
ment funds from income they cents on May 11, 2009 because
receive from television and the U.S. Postal Service is losing
other income raised by the money. Two point eight billion
Athletic department, such as dollars last year Why?
Because people are paying
donations by boosters of the
their bills on the internet. And
Athletic department.
The salary is actually thirty there has been a drop in adverone million five hundred thou- tising materials being sent
sand dollars for the eight year through the mail.
I have not noticed that drop
period. This is still a lot of
money but it is not costing the in advertising by mail. I am still
state the thirty five million he getting lots of it. Enticing credit
card offers. Attractive Direct
insinuating.
He also insinuated the state T.V. Super fast telephone.
might have to pay coach Amazing aphrodisiacs. Heavy
Gillespie another ten million stuff! All delivered at less than
dollars. The most they would forty four cents.
I have a suggestion for the
have had to pay him if he had
signed his contract was six mil- USPS. Charge the advertisers

NAIROBI. Kenya(AP)- A 3 Orion surveillance dill reit and
U.S. destroyer kept watch this has video footage of the scene.
morning on a dnfting lifeboat
One senior Pentagon official,
where Somali pirates were hold- speaking on grounds of
ing an American ship captain anonymity because of the sensihostage. a day after bandits tivity of the situation, described
hijacked a al S -flaireed vessel the incident now as "somewhat
for several hours before 20 crew of a standoff."
members overpowered them.
Though officials declined to
The pirates took Capt. say how close the Bainbndge is
Richard Phillips as a hostage as to the site, one official said of
they escaped the Maersk the pirates: "They can see it with
Alabama into a lifeboat in the their eyes." He spoke on condifirst such attack on American tion of anonymity due to the
sailors in around 200 years. sensitivity of talking about a
Negotiations were believed to military operation in progress.
be under way, a relative of the
The Bainbridge was among
captain said, but it was not clear several U.S. ships that had been
who was conducting them
patrolling in the region when the
Kevin Speers, a spokesman 17,000-ton U.S.-flagged cargo
for the ship company Maersk, ship and its 20 crew were capsaid the pirates have made no tured Wednesday.
demands yet to the company. He
Phillips' family was gathered
said the safe return of the at his Vermont farmhouse, anxabducted captain is now its top iously watching news reports
priority.
and taking telephone calls from
Inc USS Bainbridge had the U.S. State Department to
arrived off the Horn of Africa learn if he would be freed.
near where the pirates were
"We are on pins and neefloating near the Maersk, he dles," said Gina Coggio, 29.
said.
half-sister of Phillips' wife.
"It's on the scene at this Andrea, as she stood on the
point," Speers said of the porch of his one-story house
Bainbridge, adding that the Wednesday in a light snow. "I
lifeboat holding the pirates and know the crew has been in touch
the captain is out of fuel.
with their own family members,
-The boat is dead in the and we're hoping we'll hear
water," he told AP Radio. "It's from Richard soon."
floating near the Alabama. It's
Phillips surrendered himself
my understanding that it's float- to the pirates to secure the safeing freely."
ty of the crew, Coggio said.
The U.S. Navy has sent up P-

OUR READERS
WRITE
the same rate you are charging
me to send this letter to the editor. That will result in more revenue and less junk mail.
Go to a five day deliaery
week. With less junk mail your
load will be lighter and you will
save on gasoline too. Maybe we
will even save more trees from
the paper mill and keep the
world greener.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor'
The recent cold weather
brought back memories of the
ice storm. Remember those days
of ice and cold?
We wanted to know what was
happening to our neighbors. but
our phones didn't work. We
wanted to know where to get
gas, water, a generator, and
eventually food, but the commercial radio stations were
broadcastine music and national
news. We wanted the TV station
in Paducah to help with forecasting the length and breadth of

14' Si.o

the outages, but our electricity
was off. With a battery-operated
radio, my family was able to listen to the stalwart WKMS
employees who stood their posts
to gather, receive, and send us
up-to-date and essential information crucial to our safety and
comfort. They braved the cold,
walked eight floors up to the
WKMS station at the top of the
Fine Arts Building. took shifts
on the microphone. made calls,
answered the phones, and slept
on the floor in the studio and
offices to keep us in touch.
Just the familiar sound of
their voices was an assurance in
itself that people and organizations were mobilizing in
Murray. We need to keep our
radio station on a financially
sound footing.
The station needs a new and
bigger generator so that it can
broadcast beyond Calloway
County in the event of a future
power outage. No surprise, the
station's equipment incurred
damage during the storm and
needs repair. I hope you'll join
Bill and me in sending in a
pledge this year.
Nancy Phillips
Murray, Ky.
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Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter schedules meeting
t

Captain Wendell Ourv Chapter of the
Disaghters of the American Revolution will
meet Saturday at 2 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway C'ounty Public Library.
Barbara Lockard and Myra King will be
hostesses. All members and prospective members are Invited to attend.

Church plans Easter event
An Easter Egg Hunt will be Saturday from
10 a.m. to noon at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Each one should bnng 12
By Jo Burkeen stuffed eggs. Featured will be games, colonng
contest and prizes.
Community
Editor

lo's
Datebook

Egg Hunt will be Saturday

Murray Main Street will present the annual Easter Egg Hunt on
Saturday at the downtown court square. Registration will start at 9
a.m. and the hunt will start at 9:30 a.m. Eggs will be filled with
prizes and goodies. In addition, the Easter Bunny will be present for
pictures with the children for a $2 donation to Murray Main Street.

Easter Egg Hunt planned
An Easter Egg Hunt will be Saturday at 11 a.m., rain or shine, at
Orscheln Farm & Home Store, 700 North 12th St., Murray.

Parks plans Eggstravaganza
Murray-Calloway County Parks will have its Easter
Eggstravaganza on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the football practice
field beside the Murray State University Regional Special Events
Center. Ages 2 to 12 years are welcome with a lot for toddlers. ages
2-5. Event is free of charge. For information call 762-0325.

Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon of Murray will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. April 19, 2009, from I to 3 p.m. at the Robert 0. Miller
Conference Center, 201 South 4th St.. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. Your presence on this special occasion is the only gift requested.
Mr. Hannon and the former Jo Ann Elkins were marned April 15,
1959. Their attendants were Gerald Paschall and Eleanor Greenfield
Miller.
Mrs. Harmon is the daughter of Jotumie Geneva Howlett Elkins
and the late Beauron H. Elkins.
Mr. Harmon is the son of the late David and Annie Carraway
Harmon of Murray.
. Their children are Kent Harmon and wife. DeDe, Joe Harmon
and wife. Tracy, and Leigh Downey and husband. Mike.
Their grandchildren are Tyler McCoart, Sarabeth Hughes, Emily
Harmon. Clay Harmon, Allison Harmon and Joe Downey.

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Neale

Project Graduation plans event

Chris Neale and Heather Roach exchanged wedding vows in a
private ceremony on Thursday. March 26, 2009. In attendance were
Louise Baker and Wcs Warren.
The bnde is the daughter of Louise Baker and the late DeWayne
Roach, both of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Nena Hester and
the late Paul Hester of Kirksey and June Roach and the late Kenneth
Roach of Murray.
The groom is the son of James and Patsy Neale of Murray. He is
employed by Cain's Inc.
They have four children, Alyssa, Ashley, Brage and Braden.
They spent their honeymoon in St. Louis, Mo., and now reside in
Murray.

*Azaleas
*Lilac
'Knock-Out Roses

Aliza Maxine Wilson

(HAPPY HOUR --15% OFF Stcarewido

CeetipeiNeeeerjo Ex,ee.-er"
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat 9-5
Closed Easter

ACT Preparation Seminar
scheduled at WKCTC
PADUCAH Ky. - Many colleges require the ACT College
Entrance Test as one of the criteria for admission. To help high
school students prepare for the
test, ZAPS Learning Company
will offer a five-hour seminar
Saturday, May 2 at West
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical College.
The fee for the seminar is $79,
which is significantly discount-

ed from the company's normal
$400 fee. Included in the seminar price is a study guide and 24
practice tests. The seminar is for
students of all ability levels.
Enrollment is limited.
To take advantage of this
opportunity, individuals can
enroll and pay online at
w ww.zaps.com
<http://www.zaps.com> or call
toll-free 877-927-8378.

Scott reports on rain and snow
that fell in Murray in March
During the month of March,
4.13 inches of rain and .25 inch
of snow was recorded by John

ct,‘xc3IS ON THE s
"A Murray Tradition for Over 35 Years•

Saturday, April 11th, 2009
Registration 9:00 a.m. • Hunt Starts at 9:30 ant.
Calloway Courthouse Lawn

fl

Relay for Life plans fundraiser
Relay for Life team of Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club will have its annual bake sale of homemade items on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon at Kroger.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
build:ng on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet

L73ir4snnouncemenis
Richard and Amanda Wilson
of Goodlettsville, Term., are the
parents of a daughter, Aliza
Maxine Wilson. She was born
on Thursday Feb. 19, 2009 at
7:09 p.m. at The Women's
Hospital at Centennial Hospital
in Nashville, Term.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
and 10 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Grandparents are Dr. William
R. Wilson and the late Jan
Wilson of Murray and Carl and AlLra Minion Wilson
Ann Seidler of Russellville.
Great-grandparents are Dr. Conrad and Evelyn Jones and Ruth
Wilson and the late J.B. Wilson, all of Murray.

*Dogwoods
*Weeping Cherry
*Redbud

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will be
grilling hamburgers and hot dogs, along with all the trimmings for
a fundraiser/cookout on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kroger.

Ed Scott, local official government weather observer.
The total average for the year
is 13.71 inches and previous
yearly average was 13.41 inches. Snow fell on March 12.
Rainfall recorded was .30 on
March 8. .52 on March 11. .15
on March 12, .40 on March 14,
.04 on March 19,1.24 on March
25. .05 on March 26, .08 on
March 27..35 on March 28..03
on March 29 and .97 on March
31.
The high temperature for the
month was 78 degrees on March
8 nd 18 and the low temperature
for the month was 19 degrees on
March 3. Average temperatures
were a high of 64 degrees and a
low of 42 degrees. Frost was
noted on March 30.

Refonner's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

VFW meeting is tonight
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary will
meet tonight(Thursday)e 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory.
All veterans are urged to attend.

Cemetery meeting Saturday
Story's Chapel Cemetery business meeting will be Saturday at 10
a.m. at the cemetery. Bids will be taken for mowing. For more information call 435-4487.

Relay for Life Team plans events
Relay for Life Team of the Murray Bank will have an Easter
Bake Sale on Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the main office at 405
S. 12th St. Also children's Easter basket raffle (2 baskets) will be
drawn on Friday. Tickets are currently on sale at both offices for just
$5 each or 3 tickets for $5.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

WOW Camp 592 to met
Woodmen of World Camp 592 will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Family Steak House.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 2104173.

Red Cross Tea Party planned

Tickets are now on sale for the annual Red Cross Tea Party to be
Sunday, April 26, at the Murray Woman's Club house. This year's
theme is "Wizard of Oz" and pictures with Dorothy will be taken at
2:30 p.m. and the festivities from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Reserved seating
tickets are $25 and are available at Elements, Vintage Rose
Emporium. A Festive Touch and the Red Cross office at 753-1421.
High heel shoes or pumps f any color are needed for this event and
may be taken to the Red Cross office on the second floor of Weaks
Community Center.

Scholarship offered to seniors

The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools is offering a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3.0 GPA and an ACT
score of at least 18. Also, at least one parent/guardian or grandparent must be a member of the sponsoring group. Applications are
available in the Guidance office at CCHS and are due by May I.
2009.

Selection committee extended

The United Way Community Impact Focus Selection Committee
has extended the date for return of the United Way community surveys until Wednesday. April 15. If you need more copies of the surveys, stop by the United Way office or the Chamber of Commerce
office. Completed surveys should be dropped off at either of those
locations.

For Ages 8 & Under
Photos with Easter Bunny
After the Hunt - $2
Bring Easter Basket to Hunt!
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Murray Masonic bodge *105 FOAM
will be haring their

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Sat., April 11th, starting at 5:30 a.m.
EVERYONE IS INVITED

Cost $6.00 Per Person

Location 121 North & Johnny Roberts** Rd.
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Need Line provides services
Murray Calloway County
Need Line provides many different services to residents of
the city and county who are in
need of assistance, according to
Tonia Casey, executive director.
One ot the food programs is
the USDA Commodities which
vary from month to month.
Some of the most common food
items received are cereals,
frozen meats, canned fruits and
vegetables, pastas, peanut butter, spaghetti sauce and juices. A
person who is income eligible
can receive the USDA commodities monthly.
Guidelines are as follows: One
person, gross monthly income,
$1.174: two persons, $1,579;
three persons, $1,984; four persons, $2,389; five persons.
$2,794: six persons, $3,200;
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DEGREES GRARIED: Members of Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons
received their master degrees at a meeting held at the lodge hall. Master Bobby Hale, right,
congratulates, from left, Robbie Hamilton, Anthony Robinson and Ricky Roe on receiving thy,
degrees.
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Schwettman chosen JAMfest
Cheerleader of the Month
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Madison Schwettman was serves as a role-model to our
chosen
as
the
JAMfest youngest cheerleaders," said
Cheerleader of the Month for Joel le Scott, co-owner of
.March 2009. Since 1995. Universal Athletics in Murray.
JAMfest has been one of the "Not only is she a great cheernation's leaders in the spirit leader, hut a great person. We
industry. Their mission is to pro- (Scott. and her husband 8z covide unique. fun and memorable owner, Aaron) are so proud of
cheer and dance experiences her development and accomacross the country. JAMfest plishments over the years."
offers the most spectacular proTo view Schwettman's bio and
ductions and events. As part of award recognition, go to
their dedication to the sport of www.jamfest.com/JAMstarz/Wi
cheer and dance, each month nners.asp. For more information
JAMfest
selects
four about Universal Athletics in
"JAMstarz" (a cheerleader of Murray. go to www.univerthe month, dancer of the month. salathletics.net.
team of the month, and coach of
the month) to highlight on their
website. Their winners are based
on skills, love of the sport and
service to the community — their
goal is to highlight true stars in
the spirit world.
Schwettman is a sophomore at
Calloway County High School
and has been a cheerleader for
six years, cheering for Universal
Kentucky Cheer. Calloway
Middle School and Calloway
High School. She is passionate
about the sport of cheerleading
and wants to continue to
improve her skills in order to
Cheer collegiately. Schwettman
also serves as a cheer coach to
the preschool cheer squad at
Universal Athletics, the Orbitz
team. 'Coach Maddie' is a highly energetic young lady who
•

•
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•
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Madison Schwettman

PROMOTION PLANNED: The Relay for Life Team of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have its annual bake sale on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at Kroger.
Members pictured in front of the serving table are, from left, Renee Brittan, Martha Crafton.
Tracey Wortham, Kay Ray and Bobbie Weatherly.
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
•4
Stephanie Florence
"•
& Brent Norsworthy
"•
Bethany Aldridge
dr Scott Aldridg,
Clare Herrington
Sr John Morrow
Shelly Martinez
dr Ju;tin Winters
Kathenne Oakley
dr Scott Kelley
Chelsea Cleaver
dr Justin Hendnck
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less. Also 153 children were
served per week with the Back
Pack program.
Need Line is low for items of
tuna, salmon and dry beans for
pantry; bread and eggs for fleeter/cooler; dish liquid, shampoo.
toilet paper, tooth paste and
baby diapers size 4 and 5 for
personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies: large brown paper
bags; toaster pastries and fruit
juice boxes for Back Pack
Program.
Money Management class will
meet April 14 at 10:30 a.m.:
Senior
commodity
Food
Program Pickup Day will be
April 16 from 10:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.; and Need Line Board will
meet April 20 at 12:30 p.m., all
at the board office. For more
information call 753-6333.
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seven persons, $3.605: eight
persons. $4,010.
Any person meeting the
income guidelines may receive
the commodities from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
at the office at 638 South 4th St.,
Murray. Need Line is operated
with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Policy, which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of race, color, national on gin. age. sex and disability.
During the month of March,
Need Line received 760 applications for need which were 691
for food, 66 for utilities. 20 for
rent. 11 for medication and
medical transportation. 240 for
personal and hygiene products,
49 for unemployed. 702 for
inadequate income. 5 for money
management. and 4 for home-
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Alysha Legate
& Zak Taylor
Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker
Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton
Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr

Save A Lot!

Elizabeth Hoshlo
& Lincoln Rowe
•

•
e

Sara Russell
& James Chad Tapp

•

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons
•
•

Erica Anderson
SE Matthew Yezerski
Jennifer King
dr David Sevilla
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Jennifer Blecker
& Morgan O'Boyle
You may purchase'
online at
www.vintagerose.cone
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WKMS celebrates National Poetry Month by airing local work

Photo provided
ART SCHOLARSHIP: Erica Berhow (pictured at right) has
been awarded a scholarship to the 2009 Summer Art
Wonchop at Murray State University by the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman s Club. She is a Junior at
Calloway County High School and a student of Sandy Sasso
(pictured at left). She is the daughter of Eric and Melissa
Berhow This scholarship is one of two offered to a high
school student by the club department.

MSU hosts opera workshop

•

The Murray State University department of humanities and fine
arts will present the Opera Workshop on April 17. Students will perform a collection of operas as well as musical theatre scenes directed by Dr. Christopher Mitchell.
The evening of opera and musical theatre will include selections
from "Don Giovanni" and "Carmen." as well as scenes from
Michael Ching's new opera,"A Midsummer Night's Dream." Each
scene is costumed and acted as closely to the show or opera as possible.
Performers have rehearsed for approximately three months in
preparation for the concert. The program gives students a chance to
work in small groups, staging arias and scenes from grand opera,
operetta and musical theater.
The Opera Workshop will be held in the Performing Arts Hall in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. For further information on the Opera Workshop, contact Murray State
University's department of music at (270) 809-4288.

In honor of National Poetry
Month, WKMS-FM and Murray
State University's Teacher
Quality Institute have teamed
up for a special project to showcase poetry written by kids in
western Kentucky. Throughout
April. WKMS will broadcast
Poetry Minutes, original works
by students in third, fourth and
fifth grades.
MSU
Faculty
Scholar
Constance Alexander, a professional writer and award-winning poet, conducted poetry
workshops
at
Murray
Elementary,
Reidland
Elementary in McCracken
County, and McNabb and
Morgan Elementary, Paducah.
Using short poems by William
Carlos Williams as examples.
Alexander encouraged students
to emulate his simple structures
and straightforward messages.
Most of the student writings
were inspired by "this is just to
say." a 28-word apology in the
form of a poem. Students wrote
either from their own points of
view or from the viewpoint of a
pet.
"The results are funny and

touching
and
inventive," news and a variety of music at Faculty Scholars work collaboaccording
to
Constance 91.3 regionally, also 105.1 FM ratively with teachers in area
Alexander. "One fourth grader Madisonville and 99.5 FM schools acting as content spewrote to a friend saying she wa.s Paris, Tennessee. Additionally cialists to strengthen classroom
sorry her family had to move WKMS offers its 91.3 program- performance with the ultimate
away from a great neighbor- ming at WKMS HD1 and a con- goal of improving student learnhood. A third grader confessed tinuous classical music service ing.
to eating the last M & M brown- at WKMS HD2, both of which
For more information about
ie, admitting it was 'delicious' can be heard with an HD Digital the project, contact Constance
and 'tasty.' On a more serious radio or at www.wluns.org.
Alexander at 809-2686 or enote, a fifth-grader penned a
WKMS-FM is a listener-sup- mail
her
at
farewell in the voice of a dearly ported Public Radio station Constiuice.Alexander@coe.mur
departed pet."
serving a 27-county region. The raystate.edu.
Matthew
Markgraf
of Teacher Quality Institute's
WKMS News, edited the
recorded poems for broadcast
and is also posting information
on the station's Web site. "The
Hall on the campus of MSU.
poems will be available on
The exciting program includes
demand at www.wiuns.org, so
Antonio Vivaldi's complete
that families and students can
Four Seasons, featuring violin
hear this work anytime," he
soloist Dr. Sue-Jean Park, prosaid.
fessor at MSU. She will be perWKMS will air the poetry
forming under the baton of
segments at 8:19 a.m. during
guest
National
conductor
Public
Radio's
Joseph
Eankrari Choi
Eunkwan
"Morning Edition." WKMS-FM
Choi, Assistant
Murray State University's
reaches listeners in southernConductor for the Owensboro
String Program is pleased to
most
Illinois,
Symphony Orchestra and as
northwest
announce this year's String Music
Tennessee,
and
western
Director/Conductor for
Kentucky. The listener-support- Orchestra Concert. This free the Owensboro Symphony.
ed National Public Radio mem- concert is open to the public and Youth Orchestra. For more
ber station offers 24 hours of will be held at 6:30 p.m. information,
please
call
Tuesday in the Performing Arts 809.ARTS (2787).

MSU strings perfonr Vivaldi

Arts in the Region
• There wit be a percussion
ensemble concert at 8 p.m
Thursday, April 9 in Lovett
Auditorium.
• The Murray State University
Department of Theater promises
a night of non-stop laughter as it
presents 'The Servant of Two
Masters" in the Robert E
Johnson Theatre Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m and at 2:30 p rn Sunday.
For further information ticket
informatton, call the box office at
809-4421.

Tuesday in the Performing Arts
Hall and a Brass Orchestra
Concert at 8 p.m.
• The 1998 cult favorite "The
Big Lebowski" will be shown at 7
p m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater as part of the
Tinseltown Tuesdays series
• There will be a Symphonic
Band and Concert Band Concert
at 8 p.m. Thursday, April 16 in
Lovett Auditonum.

• Paducah's Carson Center
will host a wine tasting and aucThe Maiden Alley Cinema
downtown Paducah p
.rqwq.
-8_, tion from 5 to 7:15 p.m.
River Runs Through frAillIdlK:2.
1ftrat*, AP01 16.
itsFaith in Film
^• eidel an event to the liftsMonekly.
calendar. contact Hawkins
• There will be a String Teague
hteagueOmurat
Orchestra Concert at 6:30 p.m
rayledger corn.
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• Rock Climbing Wall

• Blood Lipid Profile requires a 12 hrfast

• Inflatables
• Prizes & Giveaways for Everyone
• Event T-Shirts to First 400 People

• Diabetes
• Glaucoma

• NEW! Disc Golf Demonstration

• Osteoporosis
\111 .1(411 1):
lletric l'enittev (40 and JO
miii bil‘e ride) Regi‘tention
arnihddr thronizh the
(handler 1,1(

• Pulmonary Function
• Blood Pressure
• Derma-Scan

•

• Prostate Cancer

Come visit information booths on a variety of
health topics and community'services.

• Body Mass Index

'Register to win the Grand Prize by completing
our Fitness Festival Bingo Card, only
available at Murray In Motion event.

• And Much More!!!

Also Join Usfor the Community Easter Egg Hunt: MCC Parks "Eggstravaganza
9:30 a.m. Start Time • Practice Field beside RSEC • Tot Lot for 2-5 yr. olds; Larger Area for 6-12 • Sponsored
Over 5,000 eggs with special prize eggs that can be turned in at MAI
Sponsored by

by: MCC Parks
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Claywell sets sights on state record jump
MURRAY FRESHMAN
GARNERS NATIONAL
ATTENTION WITH
5'7" LEAP
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Of all the things Catherine
Claywell expected to learn in computer class at Murray High School, her
ranking as the No. 17 prep high
jumper in the nation wasn't one.
But Claywell, who jumped a personal best 5'7" at the Marshall
County All-Comers meet on March
24. stumbled upon her recognition
while surfing the Internet during her

fourth period class.
"I didn't have my zip drive. so I
Today
couldn't do my homework and I didCalloway County Quad Meet
n't have anything else to do," said
When. t p
When: Roy Stewart Stadrurn
Claywell, a freshman. "I looked up
Who
Calloway County Murray Marshall
the Milesplit websne because I hadn't
County, Lyon Co St Mary
been on it in a long time and at the
very top of the page was 'Claywell As of Wednesday, she had fallen
to
jumps 5'7" at Marshall meet'. Then it No. 17 as seasons get underway
in
said I was No. 10 in the U.S. I was other states.
like, seriously?"
In all, Claywell is one of just 23
Milesplit US,a national network of female high jumpers in the country
websites dedicated to high school recognized by Milesplit to have
track and field and cross country, eclipsed the 5'7" mark so far this seacompiles rankings of the sport's top son.
competitors.
"I feel like I can do more, but it's
When Claywell jumped a rare 5'7" cool that I got what I did," said
in Murray's first meet of the season, Claywell. who is already a two-time
she was ranked No. 10 in the nation. Class A state champion.

She shattered her previous personal record of 5'4", set at the state
championship last season. Prior to
March 24, she had never completed a
5'7"jump in any meet or practice.
"It was a little bit of a surprise,
especially since it was raining," she
said. "I just kept bumping it up and
went to 5'7" and cleared it."
Claywell's marked improvement
since last spring hasn't come without
an offseason of training.
During the summer, she attended a
camp at Ohio State and competed at
the USA Youth Outdoor Track &
Field Championships, where she
claimed a national title in the 13-14
•See CLAYWELL,2B
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Matt Fraliex gives his trademark threepoint gesture in a game this past season.
Fraliex has left the program, Murray State
announced Wednesday.

RACER TENNIS

Ledger & Times

Fraliex
splits with
Racers

lore

call

KENNEDY:'IT WASN'T
WORKING OUT FOR
BOTH OF US'
Staff lisped
Matt Fraliex has left the Racer basketball
program. Murray State officials confirmed
Wednesday.
The 6-foot-4 shooting guard played in 25
games during the 2008-09 season, averaging
2.6 points per game.
Prior to his time at Murray State. Fraliex
was a standout at Caldwell County. where he
averaged 32.3 points his senior season and
was named Kentucky All-State in both his
junior and senior year.
Accordirg to a statement released by
Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy, the
split was mutual.
"It wasn't working out for both of us,"
Kennedy said. "I am disappointed because
Matt is such a good kid. I wish him the best in
his future."

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray State No. 1 singles player Anne Pennington returns a shot against her Austin Peay
opponent Wednesday afternoon at Purcell Courts
Pennington won the first set 7-3, dropped the second set, but recovered to win the third.
10-8.

'Battling' to a victory
RACERS ECLIPSE .500
IVIARK IN OVC WITH 64
WIN OVER PEAY
The Murray State women's tennis team
seized control of the beginning and handed
+tin Peay a 6-1 defeat Wednesday afternoon
at. the Purcell Tennis Courts. The victory
iniproved the Racers to 10-7 overall and 4-3 in
thl Ohio Valley Conference.
MSU had no problems capturing the doubles
pifint as Lynsey Bochenek and Cassidy Cunitz
stiffed things with an 8-1 victory at No. 3.
14ndsay Ottosen and Alexis Webb followed
sefit with an 8-3 victory at No. 2. The top duo of
Asgela McGahee and Anne Pennington battled
tl*ir way to an 8-7 victory.
Cunitz got things going in singles action
with a 6-1, 6-1 victory at No. 3. She was follcilved very quickly by Bochenek's 6-0,6-3 victrity at No. 6. and Ottosen's 6-4, 6-1 win at No.
5:Webb continued the scoring with a 6-1, 6-0
vittory at No. 4.
Pennington was locked in a battle at the top
silot as she battled through the first set to take it
irCa tiebreak. 7-3. After falling in the second set,
Nnnington took the third-set pro set 10-8.
TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger 8 Times
The Racers return to the court Friday after- Doubles partners Angela McGahee (left) and Anne Pennington fought their way to an 8-7 victory
Wednesday. Murray State defeated Austin Peay 6-1.
neion at Eastern Illinois.

P:ittsburgh
Pirates'
Nate
McLouth (13) is
cbngratulated by
third base coach
Beasley
Tony
while rounding
the bases on a
two-run
home
run during the
sixth
inning
Wednesday.

Porter will
not return to
Wildcats
CALIPARI'S COACHING
STAFF WILL HAVE
FAMILIAR FACES

Bit msu Spoits Information

JEFF ROBERSON
AF'

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

PIRATES 7, CARDINALS 4

Duke pitches Bucs past Redbirds
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS(AP)— Zech Duke looked like a
rookie against the St. Louis Cardinals. That was
more than fine by him.
Still trying to recapture the touch that made
him so good in his first season. Duke pitched
into the seventh inning Wednesday night and led
the Pittsburgh Pirates past the Cardinals 7-4.
"1 just feel like I'm in control of what I'm
doing out there," Duke said. "I feel like every
pitch I'm about to throw I feel like I know where

it's going to go."
Freddy Sanchez went 4-for-.5 for his third
straight multihit game to open the year. Jack
Wilson matched his career best with four hits
and two RBIs and Nate McLouth's two-run
homer snapped his 0-for-8 start.
"We played great from the first inning on,"
Duke said. "We put the pressure on them, made
them make the mistakes, and it's the way you
want to play a game, for sure."

S..CARDINALS,28

By Ike Aissekled Press
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky basketball player Michael Porter will not return
to the team next season.
The athletics department
says the junior guard made the
announcement Wednesday.
Porter said that being married, with a daughter on, the
way. his priorities have
changed.
He said he considered the
Porter
decision for a while and will
miss basketball a lot.
Porter played in 90 games in his career
with the Wildcats, starting in all 36 the past
season. His 32 3-point shots made were second on the team. Jodie Meeks led the team in
3-pointers and recently announced that he
would submit his name for the NBA draft, but
would not hire an agent. leaving open the possibility of returning to the Wildcats.

n

Sbicidand, Roble, Amapa OM Whorl
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)-- John Cahpan's
coaching staff at Kentucky will have s011le
familiar faces.
Former Memphis assistants John Robic
and Orlando Antigua and Memphis director of
basketball operations Rod Strickland have
been hired to help Calipari rebuild the
Wildcats.
All three were present during an energetic
45-minute practice on Wednesday. Calipari
spent the majority of the session working on
installing portions of his dribble-drive
offense.
Nearly the entire 20-player roster participated in the practice. including junior guard
Jodie Meeks, who plans to gauge his NBA
Draft prospects but did not hire an agent.
Calipari plans to add at least one more person to his staff before it is completed. Tlie
Wildcats can practice until April 15 under
NCA.A rules.
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TENNESSEE FOOTBALL

THE MASTERS

Kiffin brings
new attitude
to practices

Masters tees off with multitude
of compelling storylines

Call me today for a FREE quote.

ey PAUL NEWBERRY

By BETH RUCKER
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
, When coach Lane Kiffin
kicked off Tennessee's spring
practice, he promised things
would be done his way.
That meant speeding up
drills, tossing the quarterbacks'
green no-contact jerseys and
instilling a sense of competition
among players.
The players seem to be
enjoying the new attitude.
"Obviously, he knows what
he's talking about." quarterback
Jonathan Crompton said after a
recent practice. "He's won
championships before. We're
Dying to practice at a championship level because we know
what we're capable of doing.
We're trying to have fun doing

AP National wnter
AUGUSTA. Ga tAP) —
Arnold Palmer delivered a ceremonial swing to get the Masters
started Thursday. then ceded the
tee box to so many compelling
storylines.
Among
them:
Padraig
Harrington going for his third
straight major title; Greg
Norman returning to the scene
of so much heartache; Gary
Player competing at Augusta for
the 52nd — and final — time;
three brilliant teens taking a
crack at the green jacket; and, of
course, Tiger Woods.
The world's No. I player had
an afternoon tee time in his first
major since hobbling to a U.S.
Open win last summer, his 14th
title in golf's four biggest
events. Woods underwent knee
surgery after his playoff win at
Torrey Pines, missing the British
Open
and
the
PGA
Championship.
He returned at the end of
February after an eight-month
layoff, and showed he's fully
recovered with a dramatic win at
Bay Hill two weeks ago. He's

Kiffin has challenged the veteran players to prove themselves
during the spring practice period
because when fall practice
arrives, it will be the incoming
freshman class' time to shine.
• Previous starting experience
won't count, either. Only AllAmerican safety Eric Berry has
been tagged as a starter for the
2009 season.
From Page 1B
- "When coach Kiffin first
Duke (1-0) went 8-2 with a
• came in he said, 'Practice is 1.81 ERA in 2005,
but the leftgoing to be all about competi- hander scuffled
to an 18-37
tiveness,' and that's exactly record over the next
three seawhat it's about every day," said sons.
C.J. Fleming, who is competing
Duke gave up three runs and
• for playing time in the second- five hits in 6 1-3 innings
for his
ary.
first victory over the Cardinals
•. .To encourage the competi- since a complete
game on Aug.
tion, the coaching staff is keep- 11, 2006, at home. He
was 0-2
ing score during scrimmage- with a 5.25 ERA in two
starts
style drills at the end of every against them last year
while
practice. The offense and going 5-14 overall.
defense can earn points based on
Duke was 1-0 with a 3.86
their performances in the 11 -on- ERA in eight spring
training
II drill.
appearances. Manager John
During one recent practice, Russell said Duke showed
the I I-on-11 dnll got so compet- renewed commitment.
itive that Kiffin had a hard time
"He's a lot more consistent
,ending practice.
with the quality of his pitches,
. "I tried to end the practice not as many misfiles,"
Russell
three times, but the guys kept said. "He's been doing
a good
calling the other side out. The job of having very
efficient
defense had won, and then we innings."
were done with practice, but the
Albert Pujols set a franchise
offense called the defense out. record for a Cardinals first
baseSo they came back on them, and man with seven assists —
the
then the defense called the most in the majors by a first
offense out," Kifftn said.
baseman since the Pirates' Bob
"I finally I just stopped it. but Robertson had eight on June
21,
it was great to see. They kept 1971.
wanting to go and kept challengBut St. Louis manager Tony
ing each other."
La Russa got little out of his
•Kiffin and his staff want their third straight radically
madeplayers to be fast on the field, over lineup in as many
games,
and new strength and condition- including the pitcher
batting
ing coach Mark Smith has eighth.
helped speed things up a bit with
his drills.
Players must jog from drill to
drill during practice. Every con- From
Page 1B
ditioning drill must be peryear-old age bracket.
formed at full-speed. and
She has upped her level of
stretching is done to music to
conditioning throughout the
encourage extra energy.
school year via varsity volley"It takes more energy, so at
ball and basketball.
first the guys were a little
"At Ohio State, we really just
gassed,linebacker
Rico focused on our approach,"
she
McCoy said. "Now it's second
said. "I feel like I've gotten a lot
nature. It's part of our practicstronger this year. During voling. It's how we're expected to
leyball, we weighdifted a lot and
practice. It's going to make us running
with volleyball and basbetter."
ketball has helped a lot, I think."
Kiffin isn't 100 percent satisOne of Claywell's chief goals
fied with the players' efforts, so
for her summer camps and comhe shuffles things like the pracpetitions was to get her name out
tice schedule and the depth
early to colleges in hopes of
chart.
acquiring a track and field
"It's never as good as you
scholarship in four years.
want it to be," he said.
"I think I got my name out."

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
978.0355 • 1702 hwY 121 N

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

CHARLIE RIEDEL / AP
Amateur Reinier Saxton. right, of Holland watches as Justin
Leonard tees off on the third hole dunng the first round of the
Masters golf tournament Thursday.
the overwhelming favorite to Masters winner who looks as
win a fifth green jacket at strong as ever, having already
Augusta National, which would won twice this year.
leave him one away from Jack
Paltner got things started on a
Nicklaus' record.
cool, sunny morning, whacking
Woods has plenty of compe- the ball down the right side of
tition, starting with Harrington the fairway with his one swing.
and Phil Mickelson. The The temperature was expected
Irishman won both majors while to warm into the 70s under clear
Woods was away, including a blue skies, a striking change
second straight British Open from foul weather that's plagued
title. Mickelson is a two-time the event the last two years.

•Cardinals

Joe Thurston hit an RBI double in the ninth, but was thrown
out trying for third for the first
out.
"It was one of those plays, no
doubt, I've got to be standing
up," Thurston said.
Sanchez is batting .571 after
his 11th career four-hit game.
and has eight hits in his last II
at-bats. He got his first three hits
off Todd Wellemeyer (0-1), who
surrendered five runs on 12 hits
in five innings. Sanchez had
been 2-for-18 with no RBIs
against the right-handcr entering
the game.
"The line could have been
worse," Wellemeyer said. "I
think I threw out of the windup
against six batters."
Sanchez, the 2006 NI batting
champion, batted .271 last year
while battling shoulder woes
much of the season.
"Freddy can hit," Russell
said. "He went through a lot last
year, didn't feel quite right I
don't think all year long. I think
he was really anxious to get the
season going."
Matt Capps, the Pirates'
fourth pitcher, got the last two
outs for his second save in two
tries. Colby Rasmus flied out to
the center field wall with a man
on for the second out.
The Pirates batted around in

the second and scored four runs
on five hits, two of them on consecutive, broken-bat RBI singles
by Nyjer Morgan and Sanchez.
A snappy relay from Pujols, the
cutoff man, to second baseman
Brendan Ryan covering first
caught Ryan Doumit straying
off the bag after his RBI single
to help avoid further damage.
Wellemeyer, a 13-game winner in his first full year as a
starter, was 1-1 with a 7.00 ERA
in six spring starts. He was 3-0
with a 3.45 ERA last year
against the Pirates but had trouble keeping his pitches down in
his season debut.
McLouth homered in the
sixth off Brad Thompson after
Sanchez's leadoff double.
Notes: Pujols became only
the third Cardinals player in the
last 55 years to reach base four
times in each of the first two
games, joining Ted Sizemore
(1974) and Geronimo Pena
(1993). ... Pujols is 11-for-25
against Duke. ... Rick Ankiel
reached on a strikeout-wild
pitch in the fifth when Doumit,
the Pirates' catcher, apparently
got crossed up and was stunned
by a fastball to the chest protector. ... Ryan Ludwick singled in
the fourth and has hit in 13
straight games dating to last season.

American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Baltimore
2 01 000 Toronto
2 1 667 12
Boston
1
1 500
Tampa Bay
1
1 500
New York
0 2 000
2
Central Division
W
L Pc1 GB
Minnesota
1 667
—
1 500 12
Chicago
Kansas City
,
1
1 500 12
Detroit
2 333
1
Cleveland
0 2 000 1 12
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Texas
2 01 000 —
Oakland
1 667 1,2
2
Los Angeles
2 333 1 1/2
1
I
Seams
2.
1 1,2

Tuesday's Game*
Chicago White Sox 4, Kansas City 2
Boston 5, Tampa Bay 3
Toronto 5, Detroit 4
Minnesota 6 Seattle 5
Oakland 6, L.A Angels 4
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore 7, N Y Yankees 5
Detroit 5, Toronto 1
Tampa Bay 7. Boston 2
Texas 8. Cleveland 5
Minnesota 6, Seattle 5
Kansas City 2. Chicago White Sox 0
Oakland 6, LA Angels 4
Thursday's Games
Detroit I.Porcello 0-01 at Toronto
(Romero 0-0), 11 37 a rn
Seattle (Washburn 0-0) at Minnesota
(Perkins CH)). 12 10 p m
N 'I Yankees (Burnett 0-0) ai Baltimore
(Simon 0-0). 12 35 p m
Tampa Bay (Garza 0-0) at Boston
(Istatsuzake 0-0), 12 35 p m
Cleveland (Pavano 0-01 at Texas
(McCarthy 0-0) 1 05 p m
Kansas City (Davies 0-01 at Chicago
White Sox (Denim 0-0). 1 05 pm
Oakland (13 Anderson 0-01 at L.A
Angels (Weaver 0-0). 9.25 p.m
Friday's Games
Texas (Benson 0-0) at Detroit
(Galarraga 0-0), 1205
p.m
.
Toronto (Richmond 0-0) at Cleveland
IS Lewis 0-0). 305 pm
N.Y. Yankees(Penn% 0-0) at Kansas
City (Ponson 0-0). 310 p.m
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstine 0-0) at
Baltimore (Hendrickson 00),6.05 p m
Minnesota (Dicisey 0-0) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 0-0), 7:11 p m
Seattle tRowland-Smrth 0-0) at Oaidand
(Outrnai 0-0). 9 05 p m
Boston (Wakefield 0-0) at L A Angels
(Loux 0-0) 9 05 p m

National League
At A Glance
Ali Times CDT
The
By
Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Floncla
3 01 000 —
NO* York
2 01 000 12
Atlanta
2
1 667
Philadelphia
1
2 333
2
Washington
0 3 000
3
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
2
1 667
P3tsburgh
1 667
2
-Milwaukee
1
1 500 1,2
Houston
1
2 333
1
St Louis
1
2 333
1
Cincinnati
0 2 000 1 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Colorado
2
1 867
Los Angeles
2
1 667
San Francisco
1 500 1/2
Arizona
1
2 333
1
San Diego
1
2 333

Tuesday's Gaines
San Francisco 10, Milwaukee 6
Atlanta 4, Philadelphia 0
Florida 8, Washinc9on 3
Houston 3, Chicago Cubs 2. 10 innings
St Lows 9. Pittsburgh 3
Colorado 3. Arizona 0
San Diego 4. L A Dodgers 2
Wednesday's Genies
Florida 6, Washington 4
Philadelphia 12 Atlanta 11
Colorado 9 Anzorta 2
N V Mets 9. Cincinnati 7
Chicago Cubs 11. Houston 6
Pittsburgh 7 St Louis 4
L A Dodgers 5, San Diego 2
Milwaukee 4, San Francisco 2
Thursday's Orme
N V Mets (Perez 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 0-0) 11 35 a.m
Pittsburgh lOhlendott 0-0) at St Louis
(Carpenter 0-0). 12'40 p.m.
I. A Dodgers (Kershaw 0-Olaf San
Diego (Correia 0-0). 2-35 p.m
Milwaukee (Pans 0-0) at San Francisco
(Cain 0-0), 6-05 pm
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Harnels 0-0) at Colorado
(Marquis 0-0). 3 10 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Harden 0-0) at
Milwaukee (Loves, 0-01 3.25 p m
N V Mets (Maine 0-0) at Florida
IA Sanchez 0-0) 6 10 o
Pittsburgh (Karstens 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 0-0)6.10 p.m
Washington (Marts 0-0) at Atlanta
(Lowe 2-0), 6 35 p m
Houston (Hampton 0-0) at St LOOS
(Pmeiro 0-0), 7 15 p m
L.A Dodgers (McDonald 0-0) at
Arizona (Garland 0-0), 8 40 p m
San Francisco (Zito 0-0) at San Diego
(S.Hill 0-0) 905 m

SportsBriefs
MI The Calloway County boys basketball banquet will be held
Sunday, April 26 from 1:30-3:30 at the MSU Curris Center third floor.
Cost is $16 per guest, six and under free. Players and cheerleaders are
free. All money must be turned in to Vicki Simmons by Wednesday. Aril
15. Make checks payable to CCHS Boys Backboard Club.
•Murray High Baseball Coach Mike Johnson is extending an invitation to Tiger Alumni to participate in the first annual Alumni Baseball
Game on April 18. This years Alumni game will feature alumni playing
against each other. The invitation also extends to former players that do
not wish to play but coach instead. Registration begins at 10:30 a.m. at
Ty Holland Stadium. The first pitch is scheduled for 11 a.m. The Alumni
game will be part of the Saturday festivities which includes hall of fame
induction and a varsity game against Livingston Central.

•Claywell

MSU ROUNDUP
she said. "But I think if I go to
another national event and do as
well as I'm doing now, it would
be even better."
The girls' high jump national
record belongs to Texas native
Amy Acuff, who jumped 6'3" in
1992.
In Kentucky, the mark
belongs to a fellow Class IA
jumper — Berea's Kelley
Bowman, who leaped 5'10.5" in
2000.
With the better part of four
high school seasons remaining
in her career. Claywell believes
a state record is within her
grasps.
She improved three inches
from her eighth-grade to fresh-

man season. A similar trajectory
of advancement would mean she
would break the record as a junior.
"I just want to keep improving and go as high as I can," she
said. "I'm kind of pushing for
5'I I" now so I can get the state
record.
"Some time between now
and my senior year, I really hope
I can get that or higher."
Claywell will jump today for
the first time since her 5'7" leap
two weeks ago as Murray takes
part in the Calloway County
Quad Meet held at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Action will get underway at 5
p.m.
•

1
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Stuart of...ander k'Mins tear

AUCTION I
2 Kentucky Lake Area Property Auctions April 11, 2009
Each Auction Held On Site
Auction 1 • 10:00 a.m.

IS acres offered in one tract which includes a mobile home. This wooded tract is only a few
minute
away from the Wildcat boat ramp on Kentucky Lake. The property is located at 6473 Pottertown
Rd
Murray, Ky. and is about 15 minutes from Murray in Calloway County.

Auction 2• 1:00 p.m.
18.7 acres offered in two tracts at 4777 Olive Creek Road. approximately 2 miles from Highway 4)i.
in Marshall County. This lake area property has seasonal lake views and is only a few minutes awa
from the Jonathon Creek boat ramp on Highway 402. Tract 1 is 6.8 acres and tract 2 is 11.9 acres
10% Day of Sole - Balance in 30 Days

Information supplied is without am warranties either expressed v implied whatsoever tram Chaos
Real Estate & Auction, sellers
their respect] e representative, agents or emplovees Prospective bidder & buyers are advised to avail
themselves at the land and ii mini) and all inspections of the premises on their own behalf consulting whatever advisors they ma).
feel appropriate Although all int.
MUM in all ads is obtained front sources deemed reliable all announcements
day of sale takes precedence over mined material

Chavis Real Estate & Auction
Nisittairth_L2th-SSreert•Murray. KY 42071
270,761-SALE fOffice)
V0-705.4479 (Cell)
Tommy. Chavis - Broker/Auctioneer
.
www chavrs.nictrons corn
KY Auctioneer Lie.6P2521

Carrico earns OVC award
By MU Sports information
Murray State's Cameron
Carrico is the Ohio Valley
Conference Men's Golfer of the
Week as announced by the
league office.
The
sophomore
from
Owensboro carded rounds of
63-72-75 to finish with a 6under par score of 210 and finished second at the Tennessee
State Big Blue Intercollegiate in
Nashville, Tenn. on Tuesday.
He had a 9-under round of63
to open play, the lowest round of
the tournament by five strokes
and his collegiate low round.
His round featured seven

birdies, an eagle and no bogeys.
Carrico helped Murray State
finish second overall as a team,
just four strokes behind
Belmont.
He has one win and three second-place finishes in 10 events
in the 2008-09 season with a
72.4 stroke average over .30
rounds.
Carrico has been named
golfer of the week twice, the
other coming March 11.
Teammate Jared Wolfe was
the award winner last week.
The Racers begin play Friday
at the UK Bluegrass Invitatioaal
in Lexington.

•

•

You are cordially invited to attend a

4E3SPIEL MEE-riNT

Green Plain
Church of Christ
A_pri1 12-16, 2009
Our Speaker will be

Jerry Noblin.
Service Times;
Sunday Morning - 10:00 a.m.; 10:45 a.m. • Sunday
Evening - 7:30 p.
Monday-Thursday Evenings -7:00 p.m.
There will be a fellowship mealfollowing the Sunday
Morning worship servicc

3980 Murray Paris Road • Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-8206
1 mile off Hwy. 641 near the corner of the Creen Plain
and Murray Paris Roads.
•

•
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.,lookIngBack
10 years ago
murray State University Conceit Choir, University Chorale,
l'horal Union and University
nrchestra will present an oratoiio concert on April 11 at Lovett
...:auditoriurn with Dr Bradley
::tsilmquist as director.
•
Murray Calloway County
Line will have its annual
s'afund-raising golf tournament on
_April 2 it ! p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Jones
are today. April 9. observing
heir 50th wedding anniversary.
20 years ago
Navy Seaman Recruit Thaddus L. York, son of John F. and
Mary A. York of Rt. I. New
Concord. has completed recruit
vaining at Great Lakes Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Lillian Dunn presented a lesion on "Consumer Health Quackery" at a meeting of the Suburban Homemakers Club held at
the home of Rachel Hendon.
Births reported include a girl
to Tony and Lori Powell, March
os.

through 6 an Murray and Calloway County Schools has been
completed with 2.400 children
being tested. Fifty-one children
were referred to physicians for
treatment. This was sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club
in cooperation of the Kidney
Foundation of Kentucky, the pubtic school officials, Calloway
County Health Department, 10
registered nurses, and over 100
volunteers
representing
the
department of pediatrics of the
Health Department of the University of Kentucky.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh C Hunt.
April 3
50 years ago
Parvin tBillt Lassiter. automobile dealer in Detroit, Mich.,
and son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Lassiter of Calloway County.
was murdered on April 6 near
the Willow Run Airport in
Detroit. The United Press reported to the daily Ledger & Times
today at 2:20 p.m. that robbery
had been established as a motive
for the murder of Mr. Lassiter.
30 years ago
Rezina Senter spoke and
Leon Cooper, 68, of Rt. 4, showed slides of her trip to
Murray, died from injuries at Alaska last August at a meet1:25 p.m. on April 7 when his ing of the Delta Department of
truck was struck by the Louisville the Murray Woman's Club.
& Nashville Train on State Line
60 years ago
Road in Hazel. Cooper was going
The Murray Rotary Club celeast on State Line Road and the ebrated its silver anniversary with
train was headed north into Ken- a dinner at the Murray Woman's
tucky, according to Calloway Club house. William G. Nash
County Sheriff Max Morris.
was the master of ceremonies.
The Murray National Guard Guest speaker was Henry A.
Unit has now reached 102 per- Taylor of Henderson, past dissonnel strength, according to Gor- trict governor a the Rotary Club.
don Nichols, information officer
Elected as officers of the Garof the Kentucky National Guard. den Department of the Merray
Births reported include a girl Woman's Club for the 1949-50
to Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Dunn club year were Mrs. Gene Branand a boy to Mr. and Mrs Steve don, chairman: Mrs. Humphrey
Compton. March 13.
Key. vice chairman: Mrs. Noel
40 years ago
Melugin. secretary. and Mrs.
The recent Kidney Screening R.L. Bowden. treasurer.
held for students in grades

COWN/FEVITMES
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Phone call won't ease guilt Rare cancer misdiagnosed as
caused by 20-year-old affair
harmless bowel condition
DEAR ABBY: I was pleased
that you advised "Remorseful
in Georgia" (Jan. 27) to find
another outlet for her guilt and
"leave the scab alone.' I was
recently contacted by my
fiance's former girlfriend, a
woman who
had
made
several
attempts to
break us up
when
we
first became
couple.
a
Although
she apologized for the
Dear Abby problems
she tried so
By Abigail
hard
to
Van Buren
cause
between us,
all it did was dredge the feelings of anger and anxiety up
again. She was calling for
purely selfish reasons -- not
to give me the chance to confront her, but under the guise
of "wanting to be friends.'"
Whatever made her think I
would want her friendship?!
If "Remorseful" needs a way
to rid herself of her guilt,
recommend she get therapy. She
may be trying to escape her
karma. In my experience, she
can run, but she can't hide. - UNTOUCHABLE IN NEW
YORK
DEAR UNTOUCHABLE:
Some readers felt I should
have preached forgiveness, and
they referenced AA and the
Bible -- both of which advocate making amends to those
we have harmed in the past.
They may or may not be right,
but I saw no reason for
"Remorseful" to transfer her
burden of guilt to the shout-

Todaylnifistory

floor
-s are
Apn1

:eba1
eying
at no
m. at
.urnn1
fame

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. April 9,
the 99th day of 2009. There are
266 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on April 9,
1959, NASA announced the selection of America's first seven astronauts: Scott Carpenter, Gordon
_Cooper, John Glenn, Gus Gris- -som, Wally Schirra. Alan Shepard and Donald Slayton.
On this date:
In 1682, French explorer Robert
de La Salle claimed the Mississippi River Basin for France.
In 1865, Confederate Gen.
Robert E. Lee surrendered his
.army to Union Gen. Ulysses S.
, Grant at Appomattox Court House
, -in Virginia.
- o In 1939, singer Marian Anderson performed a concert at the
•Lincoln Memorial in Washington

after she was denied the use of
In 1983, the Space Shuttle
Constitution Half by the Daugh- Challenger ended its first mission
ters of the American Revolution. with a safe landing at Edwards
In 1940, during World War II. Air Force Base in California.
Germany invaded Denmark and
In 1988. pro-Iranian Shiite MusNorway.
lim hijackers who had seized a
In 1942. American and Philip- Kuwait Airways jetliner on April
pine .defenders on Bataan capitu- 5 killed one of their hostages as
lated to Japanese forces, the sur- the plane sat on the ground in
render was followed by the noto- Larnaca, Cyprus.
rious Bataan Death March which
Ten years ago: Niger's presiclaimed thousands of lives.
dent. Ibrahim Bare Mamassara, was
In 1947, a senes of tornadoes gunned down by members of his
in Texas. Oklahoma and Kansas own Presidential Guard.
claimed 181 lives.
Five years ago: Four employIn 1959, American architect ees of Hailiburton subsidiary KBR
Frank Lloyd Wright died in Phoenix were killed in an attack on a fuel
at age 91.
truck convoy near Baghdad: a
In 1965. the newly built U.S. soldier in the convoy, Sgt.
Astrodome in Houston featured Elmer Krause, was found dead
its first baseball game, an exhi- weeks later. Four people went missbition between the Astros and the ing, including Army Specialist
New York Yankees. (The Astros Keith M. Maupin. whose remains
won, 2-1, in 12 innings.)
were found in 2008.

ders of the person she wronged
-- just in case that woman
didn't have the inner strength
to be forgiving. However, read
on:
DEAR ABBY: Sorry. but I
don't agree with your reply to
"Remorseful." It's never too
late to say "I'm sorry," no matter what the offense. The words
don't benefit only the person
carrying the guilt. Someone
who has been hurt 111 such a
traumatic fashion needs to know
that his or her pain has finally been acknowledged, even
20 years later.
Those women will never be
friends. But "Remorseful"
admitting her part in the betrayal, albeit without comparing it
to her own past pain, could
start both women on a journey to emotional healing. I
am sure that's why AA and
similar support groups stress the
need to seek forgiveness for
past wrongs as one of the
steps to keeping it together. - DIANE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR ABBY: I was in the
same situation as "Remorseful." Although my husband and
I had been divorced for years,
I still felt I needed to apologize to his former wife. I finally summoned up the nerve to
place the call. I told her who
I was, how sorry I was for
the pain I had caused her and
asked for forgiveness.
She was gracious. She
laughed and said, "Honey, you
did me the biggest favor anyone has ever done for me.
You took him off my hands!"
We laughed, we cried and had
a wonderful conversation. I'm
so glad I made that call. -RELIEVED IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: This is for
"Remorseful" -- the gal who
feels guilt from 20 years ago
for an affair she had. Why do
women always feel the need
to apologize for things that
MEN do? The man was the
adult here. The gal was 20
and living in a fantasyland of
happily ever after. If the exwife feels anger, she should
direct it where it is needed - at the HUSBAND, not the
young girl lured in with fake
promises.
Get over it! If the ex-wife
is so stupid as to be bitter
over a failed marriage from
20 years ago -- that she herself probably had a hand in
the demise of -- then its HER
problem and not "Remorseful's." Stop letting the men off
the hook. The husband didn't
care, so why should she? -SUE FROM MESA. ARIZ.
•
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Dr. Gott
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1
4
8
11
13

Work to do
Convinced
Icy remark"
Jai —
Far East cuisine
14 Lunched
15 Change into
17 Beat the rap
19 Summed up
21 Sheltered side
22 Island near
Java
24 Orchestra s
place
26 Yips
29 Rugged country
31 Wks and wks
33 Longbow wood
34 -- hoc
35 Listener's need
37 Slinky or yo-yo
39 Big Ben
numeral
40 Reno loc
42 Switch positions
2

Contracidlridye
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•—
IP A Q 109
•A K 1093
*A K 65
WEST
EAST
•K 104
*Q.19652
1PJ 7 6 3
•—
•8 5
•Q 6
4b.1 10 8 2
.11,O 9 7 4
SOU tH
•A 8 73
•K8 5 4 2
•7 4 2
•3
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
2+•
Pass
2 If
PaSS
5 NT
Pass
6+
Pass
7•
• strong and artificial
Opening lead jack of clubs.
Nowadays, nearly all pair events
at sectional and higher-rated tournaments use computer-generated
hands, which allows the same hands
to he played at hundreds of tables.
But since the introduction of this
practice in 1963, many players have
complained that such deals are not
"normalthat is, the distribution
of the Cards is not trt accordance with
expected probabilities.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. however. In fact, as has
been demonstrated in dozen_s of test
trials since the first computer began
spewing out hands, the deals gener-

ated by its random program are more
in keeping with mathernatiCd1 expectations than those dealt by its lessthan-perfect-shuffling human counterparts.
This is not to say, ammo,that the
computer doesn't produce a real
doors every IltAk and then. Today's
deal, from a tournament some years
ago, provided a challenging test in
both the bidding and play.
North's five-notramp bid wasthe
"grand slain force" agreeing on
hearts as trump, and asked South to
bid seven if he held two of the top
three heart honors. In this case,
where North knew his partner could
not hold two such honors, the hid
was designed to find out if South had
the king. South's six-club response
said that he didn'i have two top honors, but he did have the ace or king,
and North duly hid thi, grand slam.
West led a club to dummy's ace.
and declarer cashed the heart ace,
disclosing the 4-0 trump split
Unfazed. South continued with the
club king, discarding a diamond, and
then rutted a club in his hand. A low
heart to dummy's nine was t011owed
by the A-K and another diamond,
establishing dummy's 10-9 av
declarer ruffed with the king.
The ace tit spades was next
cashed. South discarding dummy's
last club, after which declarer led his
remaining heart to dummy's ten. The
queen or hearts then extracted West's
jack, and the grand slam was home
Oh,those computer deals!
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

44 Fender nicks
46 Yeah rightl
12 wds )
48 Masseuse
employer
50 Billions of years
51 Pouch
53 Caterwauls
55 Not clear
58 Taking a taxi
61 Wooden pir
62 Saucy
64 Flow slowly
65 — kwon do
66 Comfy seat
67 Home tel
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Punch
Fiesta shout
Bogart s love
Marinate
Fun house cry
Axiom
Indicator
Donut stop
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condition. It involves slow-gross.
ing tumors that can present in
nearly any part of the body The
most common sites are the small
intestine, appendix and rectum
Some tumors may even produce hormone, that can cause a
condition known as Carcinoid Syndrome. The primary symptom is
carcinoid crisis. which may involve
flushing of the face and upperhody,
diarrhea and asthma-like wheezing.
Early detection and removal
of all the tumor tissue may lead
to a complete and permanent cure
However, because the tumors are
so slow -grossing, the onset of
symptoms can precede diagnosis
by several years. Some tumors
may not even be noticed until
they have spread and multiplied
to painful levels.
There are a few treatment
options
including
surgery,
chemotherapy and cancer-specific
medication known as sornatostatin
analogues given by injection.
Radiotherapy is used only for
tumors that have spread within
the skeletal system.
Nutnt:ous high-protein, diets,
vitamin and mineral supplements.
antidiarrheal drugs and more can
be used in conjunction with the
above treatments. primarily as a
means to reduce the seventy and
frequency of diarrhea.
The Carcinoid Cancer Foundation Web site has several helpful links as well as information
about specialists who are diagnosing and treating carcinoid
patients I recommend that anyone interested in learning more
about this condition or who thinks
their prior diagnoses (of' IBS.
Crohn's, etc.) may be incorrect
(because of failure to respond to
appropriate treatment) speak with
their physician or gastroenterologist.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I would
like to see you devote some space
to a rare illness called carcinoid
cancer, which is formed by neuroendocnne tumors My husband
was diagnosed with metastasizing
carcinoid cancer in 2006
The mascot for these patients
is the zebra
because the
disease
is
often misdiagnosed
as
Irritable
Bowel Syndrome,
Crohn's disease and other
bowel
ailment s.
Because of
the difficulty
By
in getting a
Dr. Peter Gott proper diagnosis,
the
motto is "If you think it's a horse,
think again"
My husband's case is unusual
because his primary tumor was
located around the descending
aorta, not the livei, as is typical.
The cancer has since spread to
his lungs and bones. He is a
valiant warrior and tries to live
a normal fife in spite of the devastating side effects. As far as
we know, there is no cure. Treatment is usually surgery to reduce
the tumors or a drug called Sandostatin. My husband was given
interferon but had to stop because
Medicare refused to pay since it
is not an approved carcinoid-cancer treatment.
We are fortunate to have a
support group for this disease only
30 miles away. It has been a lifeline for both of us. Your readers
may be interested in more information, which can be found online
at www.carcinoid.org.
DEAR READER: Carcinoid
cancer is a relatively complex

23 Candy-stripers
25 Pre-schooler
27 Pretend
28 Kind of watch
30 — Paulo
Brazil
32 Instant lawn
36 ER personnel
38 Bond-buyer's
concerns
41 Face
43 Secret agent
45 More curious
47 On-line into
49 Major artery
52 Tea holders
54 Badger St
55 — out
(withdraw)
56 Kiddie s ammo
57 Want-ad letters
59 Once called
60 Location technique abbr
63 Diamond loc
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LEGAL NOTICE
PowerteLMemphis, Inc , Moe T-Mooi:e tin. alibi-noted an application to the Public Service Commission
1Docket Number 0008-00132) PO. Box 615,1
'Frankfort, KY 40602, to construct and operate an
additional cell facility, a 260' self-supporting tower
The facility will be located at 270 Midway Road.
Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
The
9LV0920/South Murray Facility) The CcittaMisaton
invites your comments.

Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray,
Kentucky, has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
to collect the storm water discharge from an
exulting 36" storm pipe crossing Hamilton Avenue,
routing the storm water into an underground
.detention system before discharging with a 24'
/lump water pipe to an unnamed tributary of Bee
„Creek. The property is located on the north aide
of Hamilton Avenue approximately 185 feet east
of N. 17th Street, Murray, KY 42071,
Any comments or objections concerning this
application shall be directed to:

TANI GRIP

." "
- Naomi, Genoriation'S
Music 7X7r0"
-• Weddings • Petvate Parrfes
- Song Request.. Welcome
• Mixed muerte room sit genren
•Moon to be hosting ICA/stoke
• Performing at the Keg

Friday Nights at eprn

Brandon1270048-4413
20

Latiel
Nodes

Sacs

GET THIS at
AD FOR ONLY
175.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-19)6

5
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HAZEL Church o
Chest welcomes you.
489-2266

Noti.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
Inaccuracies oo occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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sae Found

FOUND back lab mix
short legs, leather collar, female. Airport Rd
area 293-2770

April
Showers
0/Afritig May
4
Flowers!
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Murray Ledger & Thum
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 7584918

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative is
seeking qualified applicants for the position of
Communications/Media Coordinator. A
Bachelors Degree in eommunications. marketing, advertisement, or other related communication or business degree is required. At least five
years of experience is preferred along with
some knowledge of electricity. Candidate
should be self motivated, creative, and judicious. Candidates must have excellent written
and omi communication skills, presentation
skills, public speaking skills, computer skills
and experience working with customers.
Qualified candidates should
send a resume by April 27th to:
Marcia Pritchett
Human Resources Coordinator
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
1216 West Broadway
Mayfield, KY 42066
Weal Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Is an
Equal Employment Opportunity Corporation

Full-time RN for busy medical practice. Must be licensed in the State Of
Kentucky. Will need good phone,
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule.
Please send resume and cover letter:
P.O. Box 1040-A, Murray, KY 42071.

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-25-09 TO 12-31-09 KYS0374802 (10 OPENINGS)
O&S TOBACCO ASS MURRAY KY
04-25-09 TO 12-15-09 KY00374891 (13 OPENINGS)
KEITH HARRIS FARMS BENTON, KY
05-01-09 TO 12-01-09 KY 80376478(4 OPENINGS)
WYATT FARMS GREENHOUSE BENTON KY
05-01-09 TO 12-31-09 KYS0375093(7 OPENINGS)
LM&M FARMS MURRAY, KY
Tobacco/Farm
Laborer/Nursery
Laborer
wage
$7 2568 00 ler 314 contract hours guaranteed, all tools
and equip at no charge Housing provided for those
beyono commuting at no cosi Transponation and subsistence pay. after 50% of contract completed Transport
daily to worksite Apoly for this lob at the learest office
of state workforce agency in this state Using Job order
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement
Subtect to random drug test at employers cost

CNA/Med Aide
Prefer expelence but will train.
Good working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person at Fern Terrace. 1505 Stadium
View. EOE

Glen131 Inc.
KI'

TakkuLaprAkationt_toE
Full time drivers with a Class A CDL.
Must have a good driving record,
23 yrs of age and 2 years experience.
Good home time,
Paid HolidaysNacations
Health Ins. and Retirement Plan

Mean tail 270-7S9-5$40

fillit)

ir

sI

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THIS POSITION
Receive inbound calls from customers regarding 'trouble" with their products/ services
Ability to up-sell existing and nee customers to new products and services
Receive telephone calls from customers to discuss billing questions & service concerns
Converse with customers via email to discuss billing questions & service
concerns
Place telephone calls to customers to resolve non- payment of bills
Identify and escalate issues that could place a customer at risk of disconnecting
Assess customer needs and promote cable, high speed Internet and phone
services to existing ano new customers with tact & courtesy
Responsible for communicating approanaie charges for customer as determined at the time of call
Meet or exceed monthly performance metrics:
Consultative Customer Service Sales
Customer Experience Call Handling Skills
Telephone productivity
Work Order Accuracy
Adherence To Schedule
Attendance
Perform other duties as required
PREFERRED OUAUFICATIONS
Ability to adhere to Local, Federal regulations and company policies
Ability to operation office equipment such as fax machine. copier, keyboard,
mouse, phone, computer
Ability to communicate with employees, customers, suppliers, in person,
on the phone, and by written communications in a clear, straight-forward,
and professional manner
Ability to track data
Ability to use and understand Billing systems
Ability to work independently and follow directions related to your job with
little follow-up by supervisor
Ability to wore seated for prolonged periods of time
Customer Service experience in related field preferred
Lee within NewWave's service area.
Submtt COW letter, resume and throb professional references to
Attn: Human Resources Manager
JOB ID#: 7-6-301-02
#1 Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor- Sikeston, MO 63801
Email: Khooker@newwavecom.com
Fax to: 573-472-9502
EOE

NIICWOVAN/C-

4
--

1 State

Must have.awn auton*)ile: good driving .
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery. Interested personsShould
come by and pick up an opocatidnot
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave..-:.':

SALES & SERVICE ASSOCIATE POSITION NOW AVAILABLE
Nair/Wave Communications, a Fast Paced Cable, Internet and Telephone
Company, needs Sales & Service Associate immediately for our Murray, KY
location.
JOB SUMMARY
Under general supervision, responsible to address and resolve customer
issues and complaints related to their services and products.

[ P'r

for
Bethel
Cemetery upkeep. 1
contract
1ine: April 25,
Judith Lamb,
:Temple Hill Dr.,
,KY 42020.

Taking Applications for

1

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

• Kentucky Division of Water, Water Resources
Bnuidi. 14 Reilly Road,
Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort, KY 40601.
Phone:(502)564-3410.

BID

Nt D EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Ps;iy

County Route Carrier For
I- The Murray Ledger & Times

Public Notice

COMMUNICATIONS/MEDIA RELATIONS
COORDINATOR
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

—
IMMEDIATE OPENING

'It INK 1.N

1 N15 014,
1,11

Coordinator of Distance Learning and Special Populations
Recruttrnent, Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, Murray State University.
Full-time, non-tenure track position to begin May, 2009
GuelltIcallor s: Bachelors degree in Marketing Public Relations or related held
Masters deem* preferred Minimum one year experience in an educational setting
Preferred Experience is distance learning marketing recruitment and
community relations preferred Most possess exceeent oral and written
communication skills Must have working knowledge in Microsoft Office
components such as Word and PowerPoint
Responsibilities: Serve as the coordinator of online distance learning programs,
oversee recruitment for the Protect Graduate program and other special populations
and advise students in the Bachelor ot Integrated Studies program The coordinator
will also work on developing new online courses and programs and work on a
variety ot settings to help meet the recruitment goals ot the department
Coordinate special protects as assigned
Application Deadline: April 17,2009
To Apply: Send letter of application resume arid contact information
to- three references to
Coordinator of Distance Learning
Search, 303 Sparks Mali, Murray State University, Murray. KY 42071
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State UniverSity ,s an equal
education and emi,lo,-rn,,1
M 'r Ti 44 employer

Monday thru
Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m

050

060

LOST. Small, female
solid black cat with
gold eyes. Answers to
the name Princess.
Last seen on Kline
Trail. $50 Reward,
436-5137.

1111Help

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
websue, not ali listings
on the jobnetwork..coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listings. Thank you

DO you love working
with klds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
avaiiabie.
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
LOOKING for person
with
bookkeeping
experience, Mon-Fri.
Send resume to: PO
Box 1040-M.
LPN- medical office. 3
days a week, (Tue.
Wed, Th.), experience
preferred. Possible fulltime after 6 months
Send resume to: PO
Box 1040-1, Murray, KY

Alta

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calk:may Co Propane Gas
in Murray 'as an cpentng
cleaver,
/
boteruck driver and tas*
sea-v*141W Must have a
CX-1-taziaat *Jens.
F xcelient pay, great benefits Please call 753-7485
or toll tree for Warren al
1 -830-874-4427 ed 142 or
email nom at
evantyyntiOupgas corn

Marketing
and
Communications
Assistant
Strong marketing skills
unwired. Proven copy-

•.eriling and editing
experience. Superior
project management
skills. Understanding of
print/production.
Proficient
in
all
Microsoft Office programs. Design capabilities preferred, not
required. Contribute in
a team environment.
Manage multiple projects concurrently. B.S.
in marketing with 2-5
years experience. Mail
resume and two writing
samples to PLS, Attn:
Carla Minks, 72 Lone
Oak Drive, Cadiz, KY
42211, or fax to
270-522-2272.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work.
No selimg.
FulVPart-time
Work Monday-Frioay
S7-$16 per hour
Paid Weekly_
762-9900
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional

fessional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer.

'LK a /
1
4
)Cai propane

*raid

COSMETOLOGIST,
Nail Tech, & Massage
Therapist. Booth rent.
270-293-3694 anytime
DANCERS needed.
Cash nightly. Wed-Sat
Daytime Bartender &
D.J. 270-227-4028

• Laeck us out on the 1Neb! www,murriyied_g_gicom I

LEARN while you earn
HVAC Service installer
needed. 1 yr. experience required. Good
pay, insurance, vacation. 270-753-0300

TEMPORARY
# of openings. 8
Tobacco, Hay/Straw
Crops.
Row
Greenhouse & General
Agricultural Workers
Needed
P P & L Enterprises
LLC
Calloway County, KY
O St 1 5 / 2 0 0 9 12/20/2009
Wages:
$7.25
3/4 of
$8.00/hour.
hours listed on lob
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid whet
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perform all kob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0376192.

Maim
HOME or office clean
ing. 270-227-6535.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
I would like to clean
houses. If interested
call (2701556-7219

42071.

journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years pro-

Lost and Found

Rs* *anted

Heti, Warted

REWARDING Career
Opportunity Immediate
openings Professional
sales position with
excellent
income
potential for a selfmotivated, hard-working
team
player.
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided Bring resume
to Fleming Furniture
3060 Hwy
641N.
Murray. KY 42071

‘oinpusirs
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3555
estate Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heatere,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

It

N, I II)RI 1
( 1Its

•N‘ill i'it Is -lilt
IN I 1
s
753-55011

Articles
For Saki
GAS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
Battery source tor all
Smatl engines
•ATV s 4,Aotorcycles
•Waverunners
We sell for less'

270

7398

New electric baseboard heaters still fl
boxes. (6(8 ft., ell 5
It.: (3) 6f1. $20 each.
A.R.E. white truck bed
cover for 2006 Ford
truck $250: Troy-bilt 2
in 1 Super chipper
h p
shredder w,f8
Briggs and Stratton
motor $150. Call 270752-0270 for more
information or to view
items.

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC AUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-8556

TDD 141N-545-1833 FaL 283
OPN MONTH FREE RENT WITH I %TAR LEAsa
One and Two Itedminn Apartment,
Central Heat & Air
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS Les
11 it-i2 P's1 • I ratei PSI
t:

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
320
Apartments For Bet

id
r0-

ee
to
iaelr
ce
ay
lben
stet
IC'-

be
cohis
KY
ant
of
2.12S

:ing

FRIGIDAIRE washer &
dryer for sale. Approx.
13yrs. old. $100 each.
$180-both. 753-7992
Maytag
washer
&
dryer. $250 978-6011
LARGE
SELECTION
..leSED APPLIANCES
,

WARD ELKINS
Scuith 12th S.

i270)7534713
an TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessones and
antiques
Rimed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

05 John Deere 595
4WD diesel engine
power steering. 62
mower deck. 23-1231
Mb HORN For Salo

fry

1. 2, 3BR homes
FSBO. Possible
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656

it

NICE 2 BR
753-9866
h.

no pets

SMALL 2BR
753-6012

$200

09.
si3-

ira-

NS

sein
1 5

aed
ord
2
per
i_p.
ton
70ore
iew

1 BR apt, various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
I OR 25r apts near
Murray.
downtown
- Lease and deposit
required 753-4109.
:10R & 2BR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BIR all appliances in
Heights
University
Subdivision. Deposit,
lease. no pets. $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5.
753-3949.
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets
(270)519-4831
28R Duplex. C/N/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-13
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
28R duplex. nice.
Caa/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885. 270-293-7085

2BR duplex. stove
retngerator, air condi
boner furnished No
pets. $325.00/mo. +
deposit. 435-4114
2BR, Bedford stone
duplex w,' range, ref.,
dw. 1810 Westwood.
606-561-5133

3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600- 2 people, $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furrushed, no pets.
(270)293-3710

VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

2 BR. very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East. lease &
deposit reouired
753-4109
2BR rural Calloway Co.
house 1 acre, fruit
trees, garden space,
C/H/A. appliances if
needed, carport, but
garage not included 3
porches. 1 deck 1
$400. Write
patio
8871 HWY 121 N..
Farmington. KY 42020
4BR, 2BA, well water.
C/H/A, $800/month 68 miles out of town.
270-559-3557

753-3119
293-2482
ML RENTALS
MINI-SlORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
erect 4121 ss
14X111$25 10115 NI
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
"We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

121N Across From
National Guard Armory

9-

Commerical Prop For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480

FURNITURE-Oak china cabinet. Oak stand table, marble top table, magazine rack, round top trunk, side tables, lamp table, maple corner cabinet,
Bay Colony maple table '04% 6 chairs, white dish cabinet, couch, wingback
chair, 2 recliners, RCA cabinet TV, Singer cabinet sewing machine, 2-Maple
'3 piece bedroom suites, Wizard chest freezer, pictures, gold frame mirror,
Neal Holland- The Masters Touch.
GLASSWARE-Green Aladdin lamp. 1950's iamp & other lamps, pressed
bowl,Ins bevel, refrigerator dish. Shawnee pieces, punch bowl a cups.
Valmont China-Spring Rose serv for 8, apple cookie oar, White Hall- pitcher. glasses & sherbets. Dynasty China, Creative Fine China, moonstone
Lord's Supper plates & other wall plates. Comae ware

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Rat terrier puppies
White, Black, Tan.
wormed. Ready to go
$75.00
(270)753-2293

QUILTS & LINENS- 10 plus quilts- 9 patch, bow tie, fan & others
Candlewick top, 1950's bed spreads. boggle lap rig, doilies sheets &
towels

SHIH-TZU
puppies,
AKC, male & female
$250-$350 Call afterroans 270-251-0310

COLLECTI8LES-1952 Mayfield Women's Club cook book & others, Old
Kentucky Home scales, iron skillets flat ion. Little Black Sambo game.
Rummy & Old Maid cards, metal lawn chairs, ladder back chairs, carpenter
tool box, brass knob harnes, garden push plow, Team Drawn- (Vulcan plow,
rastus, double shovels). single & double treas.
TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT- Massey Ferguson 135, Howse 5' rough cut
mower, 6' Ford 3ph disc, Ford 2-14 plows, boom pole, 2 row cultivator

HORSE Trailer 3
horse slat, tack room
and sleeping quarters
53500 270-978-2258

GUNS-Browning 16ga automatic, Winchester bolt action 22ca1 single
shot
MOWER & TOOLS-Snapper riding mower, Ranch King 42" riding mower,
Snapper push mower, Lawn Chief push mower, Yard Pro rear tine tiller.
Craftsman chain saw, Skill saw, Craftsman wrenches & others. S&K socket set, push. planter. Rubbermaid 2 whee trailer. PK spray ng. several hand
& garden tools

400

BIG MOVING
SALE
1203 DOGWOOD

Refreshments available
VISIT OUR WEB SITE FOR COLOR PICTURES
wwwwilkersonauction.com
Donald M. Jones - Exect.

RAIN OR SHINE
FRIDAY 7AM
Furniture
appliances, home
decor, housewares,
kids toys, clothes
and decor, car seat

Aho„ COL.PAUL WILKERSON & SONS ,
Iii. ,)
Real Estate & Auction
440 a
0 Imam.
Frontbro J WINiersor

(.7701 MOMS

OuCtell.• a Mr La •II Tart MM..
(210i i174-ie40

iurk.knu ALK10.01.1,

at

4

OUR Service doesn't cost it PAYS!
fr.•••••••eas Sarnia "no Asiam I ANN b.1,1•1.1 ••••• !Mir

THE MAYFIELD OPEN
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
SAT. APRIL 18TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
At The Fairgrounds
Housman St "Hwy 121N"
Mayfield, Kenttacky

38R. 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710

BUSINESS
SERVICES

"Part-Time,
homebased Internet business.
Earn
$500$1000/ month or more.
Flexible hours Training
provided
No selling
required FREE details
AWN K34.8.oCim

•DiSH
NETWORK
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this
week! 100. Channels
bank
No
$9 99
account needed' No
$$$ down needed!
(866)689-0523
Call
now for details'

HOME
IMPROVEMENT

This

MOVING SALE
1322 BURKEEN RD.
4/09/09-4/22/09
(270)474-0052
(270)559-9126
Furniture, household
items, canning supplies, exercise equipment. garden tiller.
lawn furniture, boat &
motor, utility trailer,
1999 Ford Ranger,
2000 Taurus

'Absolutely No Cost to
You" All brand new
power
wheeicnairs
hospital
beds
and
scooters Immediately
Delivery Call Toll Free
1 888-998-4111 to qual

MOBILE HOMES
*GOVERNMENT WILL
PAY YOU $8000.00 TO
BUY A NEW HOME_
Don't Miss Your Share
of the Stimulus Bail OW
Money! No Gimmicks,
No Hype CALL NOW
FOR INFO!
TOLL
FREE 866-338-0416.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•EIIH
Truil4ng
Company.
Driver
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM'
Earn up to 5900/ week
Company
endorsed
CDL Traireng. Job
assistance. Finaneial
assistance. 888-7805539

4291 P—Stite

GARAGE SALE
(IN KINGSWOOD)
TURN ON ENIX DR.
OFF OF WISWELL
ROAD
61 LANCE LOT DR.
FRI. ALL DAY
SAT. MORNING
Flower arrangements, glass, placemats, napkins,
shoes, clothes, toys,
something for
everyone

GARAGE SALE
OAKS ESTATES,
94 WEST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8AM UNTIL
NO EARLY SALES
Antiques electric
orgart exercise bee
old totcrure frames r_NS
pictures tabor lamps
purses ciothes
Chnstma. Caste,
crafts

Murray Ledger & limes Far
Housing Act Notice
Al real estate advertned Finer
is subset's to the Federal Farr
Housing Act which makes ii
dlegal to advertise as prefermt. lioutanon or dummina.
nun based on race color, ref:
gion, sex. handicap, familial sta
hu or national ongius or inter
eon to make ass
ences tirrutanohu or dummint
son
State laws forbid chscnrnmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on bacon tr,
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ins.
advertising for real estate wlturh
Li not in violation ot dse law Al:
persons are herbs informed
the all dwellutgs advertised AM
aNulable on an equal ovIrornirun basis

YARD SALElx2 . •
Holds up to
30 words
One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00
Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

For further assurance with Far
Housing 4dYer1utntr, requ:ri.
mews.
\ gts
Rene P
e4k- hi

ekm in Come Spend The flay

awi

11W Med Ile Mop Ida Asidiss-Jlan II Amid
TRACTORS ----ALL SIZES'I
SACKNIOES - DOZERS
li-FIEDICINS — "FIll A P ILE NI IS
NAY EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
PLANTING N. TILLAGE EQUIP
MIPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
:• N

eUIPM N Te
YOU
ila• -• 1
ILI FtSCP AV C2I Ft V Fit CP AY
AprIl 1 ett‘ Arta 17th
8:00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Each Da
Pam& Wm Ilres, Belong PEW h,Few Ise Ode
WsIdy hoed lkoss lid IN Or Illseellas In Webb

-,,-,

JAMES R. CASH

Lo
R

72,EAUCTIONEER ..FANCYNAM,0278-623-8405
'Mit- SELLINO MACt.ONE: -

3Bei 2BA home in
great neighborhood.
Southside of Murray,
gas heat $750 month
$750 deposit
(270)556-8021

El

A& F Warehousing
Near MSU S20 50
753-7668

A sizes to
fit your needs
Located In
Froggy radio station

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

Huge Yard Sale
163 Dew Lane,
Almo
Highway-80 to
Van Cleave
Follow signs
Friday 8 Saturday
7:00.
Furniture weighi
machine clothing to,s
power-wheels
250 'gallon reptile tar
,
god cart fish tank

much more,
227-5313

Ti

ed long awn re 10

ilorr your itur

We Otter:
'All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control
38R, IBA, brick ranch,
newly remodeled. 303
Woodlawn
S675/mo
plus security
270-474-2520

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

is

Medical tor Sale - Not
Help canted•

*DIRT CHEAP PRICES!
Cable
I rea
Siding,
Hemlock Barn Siding,
Fence
Post
and
Boards,
Kitchen
Cabinets, Hardwood
Flooring, Cargo conFISHING
tainers. Treated and •Drivers.
Miles
a.
'Jones Fish & Lake Framing Lumber 1-877- Freight Positions availManagement
Free 845-9663
www gra- able ASAP' COL-A with
Catalog,
1-800-662- hamlumber.corn
tanker required Top
3474, Free Gamefish
pay. Premium benefits
INSTRUCTIONAL
Delivery,
Gamefish
and MUCH MORE' Call
Stocking,
Pond "Attend College Online or visit us online, 877Aeration. Fountains, from Home! •Medical 484-3061 VA•AV.oakley.Aquatic Weed Control, 'Business Paralegal transport corn
Canada Goose Control, 'Computers •Crimina!
•DoverS
Needed.
Floating
Docks. Justice Job placement
Werner Enterprises. No
Antes...JonesF 1st) corn
assistance Computer
experience required.
available. Financial aid
FOR RENT
Get your COL in few
rf qualified. Call 866"Try www.kyrents org- 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 short weeks Shared
a FREE service for www.CenturaOnline.co tuition program. Local
training.
1-888-503renters an° landlords!
1
1
5
Custom
searches,
amenities, photos, driv- •Class-A CDL Training. wwwbeatrucker.com
BBB
accredited. Tuition
ing directions, and
"Need EMPLOYMENT'
,
Reimbursement availmore!
You may qualify for
able. Job placement
State Training Dollars
FOR SALE
assistance. Call Delta
Complete CDL training
Career Academy. 1*SAWMILLS
FROM
in 3 Weeks & Go to
800-883-0171
7amONLY
$2,990.00-Work. Job Placement
7pm. Mon-Sun.
Convert your LOGS TO
Assistance
TRUCK
VALUABLE LUMBER
AMERICA TRAINING
.Get In On Gov t
with your own Norwood
866-244-3644
Stimulus Now! Heavy
portable band sawmill.
Equipment School. 3wk •OTR Drivers- -Join
Log skidders also availtraining
PTL! Up to 3iCcpm
program
able.
norwoodBackhoes, Bulldozers, REQUIRED 12 months
sawmills.com/300n.
ackhoes Local lob experience and CDL-A.
Free information: 1placement asst. Start Out 10-14 days. No
800-578-1363-Ext300digging.
1-866-362- felon or DUI past 5
N.
6497
years. 877-740-6262
HELP WANTED
wvee ptainc.com
'Need EMPLOYMENT"
*$500 sign on bonus! You may qualify tor
WANTED
Travel
with
young State Training Dollars,
a buy old guitars. tube
enthusiastic
group, Complete
Heavy
amplifiers, and cad
make money, have fun, Equipment Operator
see the country. Must Training in Less than 30 microphones. Brands
like Fender, Gibson.
be 18+. positions till Days. Job Placement
Martin, Marshall, RCA,
quickly. Call Irish 888- Assistance,
AMERINeumann. and -more
344-3004
CAN HEAVY EQUIP502-641-9009
MENT TRAINING 866280-5836
400
Yard Sale

DR E.

Frontlin Grog 161Uowoon

8821

"Air Traffic Control Paid
training, valuable skills
great benefits, vacation
raises No asp needed
HS grads ages 17-34
Call Mon-Fri (800)2821384

'MEDICAL

Pubic SA

FOLKS THIS WILL BE A GOOD OLE COUNTRY AUCTION. COME
EXPECTING TO FIND MUCH MUCH MORE.

Lame,k_ .11111,
MO)V.MP ir,ire 1a1-01113
Tog Imo 1111111
404714
,
Fax (MI.74,161,
„,,,,.,,................,,..„,
MAIL wilvanewauct...... no

.One order, One check,
One smart movel Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information. contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-223-

'Able To Travel Hiring
eight people no experience necessary, transportation & lodging furnished, expense paid
training Work; travel
entire U S Start immediately
wont, protekchemical com Call 1407-405-1582

YrdSaN

NOTE- AT 12 NOON WE WILL STOP TO SELL THE TRACTOR &
EQUIPMENT, THEN WE WILL BE GOING TO 2 RINGS.

It Only Happens Twice a Year..
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
2 BR, appliances, wid
hook-up, air conditioner, garage. big fenced
back yard $525/mo
South 9th St.
270-767-0615

Dovyntos.r

ANTIQUES - TRACTORS - EQUIPMENT
PERSONAL PROPERTY

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3boadroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

*DIVORCE with or without Creldren $95 With
FREE name change
documents (wife only!
Soil mantra settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hr5i 7
nays 1-888-789-0198

jNl

At the home of the late Dwight Jones, 11389 St. Rt. 97
Sedalia, Ky. In Tr -City at the corner of 97 & 94 Highways.
From Sedalia take 97 Hwy. South 5.8 miles to auction site.
Signs Posted.

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR CIFI/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent_ 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA
refrigerator
oven
stove. washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1 ,2 off. Call
270-348-0458.

•

SATURDAY APRiL 11, 2009
10:00 AM RAIN OR SHINE

4BR. 2 5BA duplex
now available,All appliances No pets. 1 yr.
lease, deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F, 753-3949.

EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent. Some
utilities paid. $220/mo.
No pets. 767-9037

•

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances.
C/H/A.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 ma 4354273 or 293-7404

ri

WAREHOUSE

DAN MILLER 1274)4354144.
DARREL-L BEANE & TERRY.D.PA$041:.AUCTIONEERS
'
Cost It Pays

2BR, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-6070

908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms, 1-bath
apartment. $410/mo.
Water & trash pick-up
included
(270)227-3331

•

20 Ferguson new tires - 504 Gas International - A-Farman - CA All.,
Chalmers - old Ford pickup - 55 Ford car some good 3 pt tarn.
equipment - metal buck board wheels - steel wheels - Wallgreen Scolls
signs 20' 6" 32" - F 1700 Kubota riding mower - POI tC1 Cabie dove
tail cutter -Craftsman Miter Chop Saw - Craftsman jointer - Craftsman
10' table Saw - Makita reciprocating saw - Grizzly wood lathe
w/knives - old Petter wall clock - matting cutter for picture framing Freud biscuit cutter - old team metal wheel manure spreader - old
kerosene tank w/pump - old showcase wedge shape map rack - old
tobacco grinder - glass qt. oil can w/metal spout - old battery radio
old maps - old Primitive kitchen cabinet - Sentry gun safe - old drug
store type table w/4 chairs - old Coca Cola ash tray - nice Firestone
free standing radio - old church pew - metal Coke sign - very old
Gullies shop manual guide registered lubrication 30' through the 40's
- Texaco metal tanker truck - 5 gal measuring gas can - old metal 3
light signal light - old kerosene dispenser - mig welder - large vertical
5 h.p. Ingersoll Rand air compressor - bolt bins & bolts - Miller 225
welder - old metal chain fall - Yale chain fall - gas tan in stand Craftsman lawn sweeper - wood clamps - DeWalt 12 1/2" drum sander
- metal desk - squirrel cage fan - metal work bench - cherry picker kerosene lamps - old cash register - ICRR lantern - old carpenter tool
box • wrenches - old plow wrenches - stone pieces - office equipment
- portable auto motor heater by Al) State - gas pump - old screw jacks
- hot patches - corn cracker - meat gnnder cotton scales - iiise heavy
8' step ladder - lot of license plates - gauge & torch single stages - sand
blaster - Craftsman rear tine tiller - log chains - free standing drill
press.
Not responsiblefor accidents. Lunch available.

vi.murraykyapartments.com

of
ob

ANNOUNCEMENTS
.11/PI \
‘113t-S111114 51.1

3791 West Fork Road, Murray,KY
From Murray. KY take Hwy. 121 North to Hwy. 783,
follow to auction. Signs posted. Glen H. Reach - Owner

KY 42071

IS

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Naturday, April 11th, 2009•10 a.m.

td#4110WAY CADENAS_Sal DOWNS
APARTMWS
1505 Dragaid Dr. • Murray.

SONY Fiat Panel TV's
Full lone of all Sony hat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.

Thursday, April 9, 2009 • 58

Spring is in the air
It's Spring Cleaning Time!
Place your Yard Sale
with us Today & get
your FREE Yard
sale kit with
purchase of ad.
Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-5:00PM

C1ASSIFIEDS

6B • Thursday, April 9, 2009
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family landi
Zero down, easy financing'
(270) 443-6737

CERTIFIED Personal
Trainer 1st session
free Beginners wel-

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• Bust Hogging
• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work
r,ravel Hawing
lo` 226-9015

come 270- 76 7•1297

5111
Uwe Properly

05 Chevrolet Conques
?.:"" "OOn --!cs

KY Lake
Diii ria;I e.

I

likielers
2011 Jet Boat. 450
Chevrolet
engine
Blue, orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trader 293-1231
1973 Sunchase
Sailboat Fiberglass
hull with 1984 gas
motor $1,200
227-8627

DAVIS Haooy
Roofing, smali norne
repairs,
garages,
decks, siding, windows, doors & home
building to suit No jot
too small
(270)227-9434

EQUS?ON

Anna

, 270-227-3574

wre.houstonehetrieco corn
•
Veat riesaphrirrim'iri
„, •
(it • '
ndS43.001.1.•
1594611 • •

293-7144
FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd. Soutt,
Now selling lots

(270)753-9250
talwellestates corn

38R, 28A new construction,
Campbell
Estate_ Great price.
Cali for app?.
753-3966, 293-9747
908 Hillwoocl Dr. 6
plex of 2-bedrooms
and 1 -bath apts. Each
apt. = 750:Sq.ft Great
investment
(270)227-3331

teal Vanitireing
•Sobslietioiagiciranteeit
7531816

zcqiett

NEW 2100siatt brick
home. Hill top view 1/2
mile to Murray Must
$144.0043 By
see
owner 519-8570

1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest pnces
mulch, other
services also
753-2594.
YOUR AD

COULD.BE.
WERE-FOR'
ONLY $15.00
A MONTH.
CALL 751-1916
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
Decks
No fob too small

Bedroom homes
in Riverfield

293-8377 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured

funk & tree work
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree

Matt Jennings
293-7872

service
1 Murray area
a ries CallCa Don

Past C haft °Nei
Stop Forealiasare
61-140MI:
761,1-10ME.COA,1

111:7

Hitoolling •Ittora.kltitt

7

7
24.114*44964.
.ail71

&AM I
Davidson

A

"flaiCTOR

WORKS

• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food pints
(270) 753-5432

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
_mounted

Call 753-5606
Sport teller Pelson
02 Ford Explorer XLS
white. 112k excellent
condition
$6.500
(270)210-0031

ALL Carpentry
Construction
•Homes •Rerr
• Decks •Screeneo
Porches •Garages
•Saggind
0:totter
Floors -Termite
Damage 4-tome &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured

270-227-0587
270-753-2353
ALLEN'S Painbr.
interior. Exterior
25 years ing
Free Estirretec
270 it

07 Burgundy Corvette
5.000 miles 293-1231
— ord 500. 46r
loaded. 80k
mess. one owner, extra
nice $7,800
527-3323. 210-4781

I
\ ‘(.f'\ii \ I

• weekly & ‘necial picku
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
ii tile
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
i)iii

II Ailst•ss

I slit1.11141111itlKs

LAWN moving service
15 years expenence
Free
estimates
Insured 759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-4928156
27, 24-4n (u-,14

Any Lawn Needs
Beat any price
740293-687

MISC. won. ,
painting, electric. etc
227-6535

alLXJai
....rvice •InstalLetior
felpair on restier,l
r•norrcial(kw.,
A 000rutoec
i270)293-2357

Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming
shrubs. mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-917A
MYkif48 LUMBE I
Waiivirei•Itipoi
wt***'Mom,

pre. i.Viniate.
(270/.755.4(51.

•Mowing •Mulching
•Tnmening
APPLIANL I REPAIR
SERVICE 4 PARTS
270) 293-8726 OR
co SC14

Jeremy 293-3983

-up yen
and rake
Free estmetes
Tim Berke,

(270)975-owN
(270)3112-2028
04 Chevrolet Silvered°
Super Sport. 60
engine, Black with
black interior lights of

REFLECTIOW.

Painting
'Pressure We.h.ny
'Window Clean.rai
293-5630

chrome 293-1231.

94 red Chevy S-10
Noce truck Runs good
79 Ford. rtwel. flat bed
Noce, runs good
270-705-7531.
92 Chevy S-10. 28
6cyl 5sp 90k miles
Clean title $750 obo
227-8581

ing, carpenter Free
estimates Double-H
Construction 270 8897262, 270-719-0217

iloolog La

Ni111111AY MOWING CO.
Commercial &
Residential

Service Lawns, shrubs,
tilling.
bushogging
blade work
H-436-5277

C-978-0543
BRUSH 8 Hemmer
Painting, hx-it's
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228

Serving the
14 years

aro.

REUBEN S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Servicing Cadriwa
March

r

(270) 293-2797

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
-Trees shaped, trimmed or removed

FREE ESTIMATES

.A::
.24 hour emergency service •Licensed & insured

Ron Frame Jr.

Call

wee aellowlea
(270)29a-401N
'2"

270.227.1591

RILEY ROOFING

WEOELS TREE
SERVICE
n_ocal•Lic & Ins
«Trimming
.Take down •Rfknow31
-Socket Truck •Chpper

(270)748-8732
(270)489-2907

(270)2934105
(270)941-1556

imaic •

trj!e5.1n(

Licensed & insured
JAW.'

YEARRVS
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
WILL mow lawns
Adult-owned & operated. 978-5655

Res. 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
No job is complete until customer is satisfied'
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers Its
sources reliable but inaccuracies do Occur
Readers using th.s information do so at their
own risk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger 8, limes, nor any of its
employees accept any responsibility wnatsoever for their activities.

Odyssey of the Mind teams advance to state finals
All Murray Elementary
School (MES) Odyssey of the
Mind teams advanced to state
finals after participating in the
regional competition held at
Murray State University.
Janet Caldwell, MES principal. said she is very proud of
these students. "I am very proud
of these students for their hard
work preparing for the competition. I know they will represent
our school and district well at
the state level.'
The MES team coached by.
Chris Darling and assisted by
Tim Fortner claimed second
overall in their division one performance of their problem five:
(superstition)
category
.
Members of the team include:
Emily
Winstead. Truman
Matheny, Phoebe
Shown,
Mariah
Lyons,
Nicholas
Bokeno, Lexi Fortner and
Autumn Darling.
The MES "The Lost Labor of
Hercules" team coached by
Zbynek Smetana and Megan
Smetana participated in problem
three and captured third in their
division. Members include: John
Smetana, Will Lovins. Shae
Sales, Sarah Jacobs. Ryan
Messenger. Olivia Baron and
Elise Eaton.
.Amanda Handegan. MES
third grade student, also participated in the Murray Middle
School "The Lost Labor of
Hercules"
Odyssey
team
coached by Chns and Paul Key_
This team received first place in
their division will also participate in state finals.
All teams qualified for the
state Odyssey of the Mind state
tournament scheduled for April
18 at
Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green.
Ky. Teams that place first or second in this competition wilt
represent Kentucky at the
Odyssey of the Mind World
Finals to be held at Iowa State
University in May.
Tammy Diuguid Wilson. a
former MES P3 teacher and
region coordinator for Odyssey
of the Mind, said students not
only solve problems. hut they

also have to be the most creative, take risks in their solutions, and work as a team."They
also incorporate their own skills
and interests into the solutions.
This could mean singing, playing instruments, skating, or

gymnastics, or anything that
they want as long as it aids in
solving one of these five problems."
Wilson said the students also
perform in a "spontaneous problem," situation. 'The students

solve similar problems on the
spot. Not only do they have to
excel in their problem. but teams
must also perform a problem
right on the spot."
For more information visit
www.odysseyofthemind.com.

Photo provide(
Problem three team is pictured as follows, from lett, John Srnetana, Will
Lovins, Shae Saes.
Sarah Jacobs. Ryan Messenger and Olivia Baron. Not pictured is Elise Eaton.

Photo provided
Problem five team is pictured as follows, from left. Emily Winstead, Truman Matheny, Phoebe
Shown, Manah Lyons. Lex! Fortner and Autumn Darling Not pictured is Nicholas
Bokeno.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Friday. April 10. 2009:

kv bawling Bigot
for

You have a way that warms up
many Your smile draws admirers and friends. Though you
might not live a magical life.
much flows in an unprecedented
manner You are best oft relating
individually in all areas of your
life Take good risks with Lady
Luck on your shoulder If you
are single. you'll meet many
people with taSC You lo.c panes CoMmue to meet people.
and someone will knock your
sucks off this year. If you are
attached, allow your significant
other to dominate MOIC He or
she needs a change SCORPIO
reads you cold

, 1.A1ON CANA.

sedan

49 Chevrolet 20R
Sedan. 37.000 actual
miles, no rust, good
interior 293-1231

II \

Since 1986

out garages gutters

Estates.

USED TIRES

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump gnnding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839

Hill Electric

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean

New 2-4

blue/silver
1.800 miles 293-1231

(270) 227-9212

753-9562

$87.500
Call 812-677-'046

HARLEY
FLHTCI

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

manicuring.
toufluigune

Res Cum . &
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

Bedroom, 1-Bath
1350 Sq-Ft .bock.
1502 Henry St

We Buy
finticis.01

L&M
LAWN SIRvy.t.

24 nowt soma

BEAUTIFUL 3-

Siding.

1th WOOS
Liemmeed tiererateer

2.13 AC - $25200
FREE Covered Boat
Slips

tt10

ROOFING,

fencing, decking, paint-

Aklooge & McCumton

293-1231

(Was $39,900) Rolling
meadow w• scattered
hardwoods, private
KYLake access & pastoral
views Good rd
frontage, utilities, perfect for
log home Low financing Call now
1-800-704-3154,
x2263

Murray Ledger & limes

$30

The Stars Mae the Kind of
D. You'll Have: S Dynamic.
I Positive. 3-Average. 2-So-go.
I Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
*•** Eliminate issues through
dire,,t communication and a
strong sense of direction What
you are seeing is a dark or hidden side that people will not discuss Here lies the biggest issue
or problem
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*•*• Break through cobwebs
in your thinking Open up your
mind and you'll see new vistas
Your instincts work well with
bosses Understand what you
realty might be saying
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***• Prioritize, knowing you
have only so much energy

Someone might be draining you
- whether it is intentional on thus
Person's part is irrelevant Make
yourself your highest priority.

and you'll come out on top of the want Say what you mean and
situation
feel even if you dress up your
CANCER (Jun* 21-July 22)
thoughts with pretty words and a
**•* How you deal with soft smile Others still will get
someone and your decisions your message loud and clear At
make the difference with others the same time, don't forget to
Your portfolio of "fnendly people' seek out a loved one You keep
in your life could be transform- postponing connecting
ing Do avoid someone who CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
plays control games The only ***** mends meetings and
way to win is not to play
work could mix if you allow them
LEO (July 23-Aug. n)
to On the other hand you might
**** How you deal with a per- separate them Be aware of how
sonal matter will define your someone looks at and admires
mood If you are feeling pushed you Anything is possible Don't
personally you are more likely to commit to a financial investment
be distracted Your popularity lust yet Continue to air out
soars and you are able to make ideas
a big difference if you are car
AQUARIUS (Jen. 20-Feb. 18)
Wired Use a break for a walk •*** Take a stand and be
rather than a lalk
clear with others You could get
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*•*** The worth you choose
and the way you
someone impacts rrk,than you realize Byexpress frustration. tr
sensitive to your own Irr,r,

some flak if you don't work with
someone well Your feelings pop
out For-unately you have a
receptive audience Make plans
with friends and perhaps a busi
ness associate
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
a*** Back off especially if
you are absolutely sure or. on
the other hand. confused Airing
Out ideas adds to success and
can bring only more information
if in another week you feel the
same way after you have put
some space between you and
this concept. act
BORN TODAY

Actor Omar Sherif (1932) actor
Steven Seagal (1951) singer
Mandy Moore (1984)

could easily take on too mire+
Plug your imagination into
for the next few days
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**• Balancing your budge'
takes unusual attention Rattlethan cutting back consider a
second lob or working overtime
Opportunity floats in through a
loved one or dear friend listen
to a partners chaner
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**•* Use your innate vitality

to charge interactions and perhaps revitalize your communication If you need to cancel a
meeting or change your plans
altogether it makes no difference YOU spring from an
anchored and stable perspective
-- for now'
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Zero in on what you

Shea, r atahoula leopard

tilt
mors11).. olti mule

eastat Retake, si.--pkw•rd
nInt adult ,
nate

SHELTER HOURS MON.-FM. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. le AM-1 PM
I is mon)!martial,' ( ont,o
Murray-Calioway County

Animal Shelter •

at 270) 7;9-4141

ktilmor,

